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INTRODUCTION
Kerala, the smallest of the states of India,ts now tn the ltme light.
Recently this state made history as the only state In the world where the
Communi sts came into power through the Ballot Box and where that party vas
ousted also throush popular election.

"A Communist Party, faCing the elector-

ate all alone and comll18 to power throUlh a just and free election in a detllOcratic set up. Is a strange phenomenon.

A still stranger phenomenon is the

overthrow of a Commuaist Party in power. by peaoeful popular agitation.

With...

in a short span of 28 months, Kerala had the unique fortune or misfortune to
preaent both to an astoni.heci world."l Among the various states of India.
Kerala stands foremost in the literacy of Its people.
most densely populated part of the Indian RepubUc.

this state is also the
Since the Independence of

Iadia in 1947, &erala has been like Iranee, a scene of political turmoil and
confu.ion.

In this period of 15 years Kerala has witnessed five general elections. eleven ministries. and twice the Pre.ld.nt's Rule. 2 Henoe there Is no

wonder that the political leaders refer to It a. a problem state.

The situation

ID Kerala Dot only harasses the minds of the pollttcal leaders but also arouses
a deep CODcern In the minds of all cltl_ens irrespective of caste, creed. or
place of birth.

This atate of affairs pos.s a great threat to the younl dem-

ocracy of India.

l K• Padmen.abhan, Red. Interlude in Ketala (Trivandrumz The Educational Art
Press. 1959>' p. 113; rSIDgh. nc~iam In Kerata," PoUtical Qua:rterll. XXXI
(April 1960).pp. 185.202.
2Under Art. 356 of the Indian Constitution, the President of Indta takes
over the government of a state when the local government breaks down.
1
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So many social factors seem to play an important part in the political upheavals of this state.

The purpose of this study is to make a critical analysis

of electoral behaviour of the people of Kerala "dth a view to fSndina out the
social factors, if any, influencing them in their electoral ohoice.

The i ..

portance of this question to a SOCiologist stems from the fact that the political behaviour of the people has a tremendous impact on the behavioural and interectional patterns of the people and on the society In general and vice versa.
That is the reason why ever since the term soo1010lY was ttrst applied to the

systematic study of soctal relationships. the analysts of political processes
and institutions has been one of Its most Important concerns.

UNo sociologist

can conceive of a study of society that does not include the political system
as a major part of analysis."3
The study of voting behaviour may be designed for various purposes.

It

may deal with such matters as the voters' perception of politics, their reaction
to tbe issues, their attentton to mass media, their influence on one another's
political preferences. the role of 80cial cla.s and religious affiliation In
politics, and the institutional leadership of the local and nattonal communlty.~
Thus the study of voting Is designed for a better understanding of the processes
of democratic elections.
such studies.

Yet that Is by no means the only aim or product of

One cannot study politics

uith~ut

learning a good deal about

recent history, about conmun,1ty organization, about ethniC and class cleavages

'Seymour Martin Lipset, Political Man (New York' Doubleday & Co., 1960),
p. 9.

4E• Burdick and A. Brodbeck, ed8. t American Votina ~ehavlour (Glencoe,
1959), pp. 80.120.

3

and antagonisms, about small group processes, about attitude change, and deoislon making in general.

Observers of the social sciences often comment on

the difficulty of carrying out experiments with human beings.

But in a way

society provides its own experimental situations, aDd elections in democratic
countries are a good example.

Under varying eonditions a great diverstty of

people make oomparable choices.

Analysis of the process by whieh voters come \

to select one or the other of the candidates ean ! llumlnate human preferences )
in general.

If we add to this consideration the obvious political importance

of elections, a study of this sort becomes all the more important.

Realizing,

therefore, its social significance many political sociologists have given Increasing attention to researches in voting and political behaviour of the different countries of the world.'
Political democracy is a new experience in India.

Some political sclen-

tists seriou.ly doubted the workability of democracy In an underdeveloped
oountry like India with vast millions of poor and illiterate citizens.

Even

Mahatma Gandhi, the architect of Indian liberation, adVised Mr. Nehru against
this overdose of democracy.6

India and the

~lan

Democratic processes are only taking shape in

electorate are being trained in a democratiC way of 11fe.

The proposed analysis of votina in Kerals may provide us with all insight into

the nature of the democratiC experience not only in Kerala but also throughout
India.

The above discussion explains the sociological rationale underlying

5S. M. Lipaat in his book Political Man makes reference to several studies
conducted all throughout the world In thla-lield.
60r1an iaer (Delhi), 1952. January 7.
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the study of topics undertaken in the present thesis.
The question has often been asked by many even 1n America why Kerals. the
most literate and the most Catholic populated part of India. has become a fertile breeding ground for the Communists in India.

Saunders Redding In hts book

"An American In India" referring to this state writes, "tt has the highest per..

centage of Christianity, the highest percentage of literacy, and also the highest percentage of Communlsm.,,7

To many the poUtical situation III Kerala re-

mains a puzzling question demanding an answer.

The emphasis placed on a topic

of this sort aeemlngly makes it a valid subject conducive to sociological analysls.

In addition the present research may be of considerable help to the

writer tn his future work as a soclotogist In Kerale.
Many difficulties have been confronted in the preparation of this thesis.
The long distance from India renders it difficult to make any field research
concerning the subject under consideration. Sociology Is a comparatively new
science In India.

Only recently have sociology courses been taught In the In-

dian universities.

Of the sixty-four colleges affiliated with Kerala Univer-

slty, only three colleges have started conferring diplomas In sociology.

The

acute dearth of sociological studies and literature adds to the difficulty of
attempting a atudy of this kind.

Unfortunately there Is very little recognition

of the value of field research In the domain of political and SOCiological studies In Indian Unlversities. S

7Saunders Redding. An American In India (New York t The Dobbs-MerrUl eSc Co. t
1954), p. IS3; Dwight Co~e, There is-no AsIa (New York, Doubleday, 1954), p.
Z71.

---

SS. V. logekar t RiChard L. Park. RepgrS!l 2a .s!!! Indian General Elections
(Bombay: Popular Book Depot, 1956), pp. 1-6.
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The choice of topics for thts research was influenced to a larae extent by

the pioneering studies of voting behaviour conducted by the Universities of
Michigan, Columbia, and California.' These studies furnish the background Information required for the thesis.

The specific data needed has been obtained

through the analysis of the Election Reports and Census Reports published by
the Kerala Government and numerous articles which appeared in books and Maaaz!nes on the pollttcal situation In Kerala since 1957. 10 A critical analySiS
of these sources seems to throw some light on the political behaviour of tbe
people of Kerala.
ary research.

The present thesis, therefore, remains primartly a document-

Alsesstng the various available data, the Investigator has at-

tempted to arrive at a conclusion regarding the Influence of speCific social
factoTs like socia-economic status, education. and rellalon of the voters on
their electoral choice.

There are nine districts In Kerala and the specific

SOCial factors and voting behaviour are examined in reference to these districts.

From this comparative analysis the author hopes to arrive at an under-

standing of the influence of above mentioned social factors on the voting behaviour of the electors in Kerala.
Like any human activity voting il a complex phenomenon influenCed by many
aoctal and paycbolo,ical factors.
soetal factors.

The present thesis considers only specific

In a democratic set up where the voters mark the ballot

9p. F. Lazarsfeld, et alit, The Peoele's Chotce (Nev York: Columbia Unlverstty Press, 1948); B. i7 Berel.on-and others, votiffe (Chicago: University of
Chicago Preas, 1'54); N. W. Fisher, J. V. Bondurant,
Indian Exeyrlence with
Democratic Elections. (California: University of Caltiornia Press. '565. lOInd!!

!! PeriodiCal

Literature, 1957.61; cf. also the Bibliography.

6

secretly. It Is difficult to ascertain who actually voted for particular poII tical parties.

However, when the number of votes and seats won by the re-

spective parties in the various districts and constituencies are considered in
the light of the socio-economic, educational, and religious characteristics of
the voters In these districts and constituencies, a fair conclusion may be arrived at regarding the SOCial factors influenCing their voting behaviour.
In the first chapter "Kera!a Today" a glance at the demographlc. economic.

and political structure of Kerala will be made to provide the background knowledge necessary for the understanding of the

ana~ysis.

In the subsequent chap-

ters the relaUon between the specifiC social factors and voUng behaviour will
be considered.

Summation and assessment of the entire study will be made in

the concluding chapter.

CHAPTER II
KERALA TODAY
In the reorganized map of South India, Kerala l occupies a strategiC positlon at the south western corner.

Nestling amidst the blue waters of the Ara-

blan Sea and the tall ranges of the Western Ghats, it is a narrow stretch of
coastal territory trom Kasargode in the North to Trivandrum in the South.

It

is bound on the East by the Western Ghats and on the West by the Arabian Sea.
The distance from South to North Is 360 miles and maximum breadth East to West
Is seventy-five miles in the middle narrowing down to twenty miles In the northem and southern extremities.

Kerale representing the Malayalam speaking

areas ot India consists of the territories of the previous State of TravancoreCochln except for four taluks

2

of the Trivandrum District and a part of Shen-

cottah taluk of the Qullon District.

It takes over also Malabar District (with-

out Laccadive and Minlcoy Islands) and the Kasargode taluk of South Kanara (except Amindtvl Islands) from the Madras State.
Topographx:

The land slopes from East to West.

It consists of three top-

ographic regions running South to North, namely, the Lowland bordering the Sea,
the Highland covered with dense forests In the East, and Midland conSisting of
rolling hills and winding valleys, one regton gradually merging into the other.
The Highland region with its high mountain ranges forms a fortress protecting
the land from the hot wind blowing from the East and causes heavy rains stopping

IThe name Kerala means a land of Coconut (Kera) trees.
2A taluk is a subdivision of a district.
7
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the Southwest Monsoon winds .
For a bette r under stand ing of the discu ssion which Is to follow
in the
subse quent chapt ers on the elect oral choic e of the peopl e of
Keral a, it seems
highl y usefu l to have s gener al idea ab~ut the demographic,
economic, polit ical
struc ture of the state .
Demosrsphic Struc ture:

Keral a, the small est of the fourte en state s of

India , has a popul ation of 16,81 5,199 In an area of 15,002
squar e miles . This
repre sents an Incre ase of 24.5 per cent OV8r the popul ation
of 1951. Keral a
leads all the state s of India In point of densi ty. More than
57 per cent of
the popul ation and 47 per cent of the area of the state come
withi n the densi ty
range of one thousand and more perso ns per squar e mlle. Out
of the nine distrlct s, all excep t three have a densi ty excee ding one thousa
nd perso ns per
squar e mile. The propo rtion of males to the total popul ation
Is 49.46 and of
the femal es 50.54 per cent. For every thousa nd males there
are 1,022 femal es.
The propo rtion of rural and urban popul ation to the total popul
ation Is 84.98
and 15.02 per cent respe ctive ly.)
Rella ious

!!! L~nlYlsttc

Compositions

As in other parts of India , re-

ligion Is a great divid er of peopl e In Keral a, the major relig
ions being Hinduism , Chris tianit y, and Islam . Of the total popu1ation$ 53.5
per cent belon g
to Hindu relig ion, 25 per cent to Chris tianit y, and 19.3 per
cent are members
of Islam , and the remai ning 2.2 per cent belon g to Sikh, Jewis
h and other reIlgion 8. 4 Hindus are divid ed into many aubea stes the chief
of them being Brah3Covernment of Keral s, A Hand Book on Census of Keral a (Trlva
ndrum , 1961) ,
pp.1- 15.
----4Frank Moraes, India Tode% (New York: Macmillan Co_, 1960)
, p. 106.

9

mins. the Nairs, the Exhavas, and the Scheduled Castes (Untouchables).

Of the

Christians, 64 per cent belong to the Catholic Church and the remaining 36 per
cent belong to Orthodox (Jaccbltes), Marthomlte. and Protestant denomlnations. S
In the matter of diversity of
India.

lan~lage

also Kerala is a cross section of

Malaynlam Is the mother tongue of vast majority of the population.

More than

~

million people speak the Tamil language.

A few thousand speak Tel-

ungu, Hindi. Gujarathi, Konkani, Marsthi, Karnadakom, and other languages. 6
Thus religion, language, and territorial divisions are
in the Kerala society.

m~jor

divisive factors

Narrower loyalties ere fostered around these factors to

the detriment of a broad, progressive national outlook.
LlteracI

~ ~ducatlon:

Kerale stands foremost among the Indian states in

literacy and educational advancement.

For the purpose of Census count the

literacy was laid down as the ability to both read and write with understanding.

Applying this test there are 7,800,284 literates in Kerala representing

46.7 per cent of the population.

The proportion of male literates to the total

male population is 54.18 per cent while that of the female literates to the
total female population Is 38.44 per cent.

It is remarkable that even the low-

est rate of literacy In Kerala is higher than the all-India average which comes
only to 26 per cent of the total population.
EConomiC Structure;

1

Kerale economy Is predomlnently agricultural; nearly

half of the state's income is derived from agriculture and allied activities.

_-

'Samuel Mathai. "St. Thomas Christians of India," ...............
March of India, June
1955, pp. 17.22.
6Meorat!!

!!!!: .!.!?!!!.

(Kottayam, 1960) t p. 98"

7Hand ...........
Book _of_ Census of. .........
Karals,
p. 9.
ioiiiiOiio.'
~
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Despite a fifteen per cent rise since 1948-49, the per capita income remains
one of the lowest in India.

The annual per capita income is $46 whUe the an-

nual per capita income for the whole of India Is about $64.

The total annual

income for the state during the year 1959-60 was Rs. 39,52 Lakhs.

Net invest-

ment In the economy bas been rising, yet at present it amounts to only 6.5 per
cent of the state Income.

According to the National Sample Survey results,

over three-fifths of the consumer expenditure was on food articles.

In the

rural areas the percentage Is even higher (64. per cent).8
Rapid growth of population, acute food shortage, increasing pressure on
the cultivatable land, and agricultural economy with a low per capita Income,
chroniC unemployment especially among the educated and lack of technical skill
are the most serious problems faCing the economy of Karala. 9 the presence of
natural resources, the availability of cheap electric power, and the existence
of numerous rivers and water ways adds to the Industrial potential of Kerals.
But due to lack of technical development and lack of capital many of these resources are not yet tapped and industrialization remains at a very low level.
Political Structure: The state of Kerala is divided into nine dtstricts ••
Alleppey, Cannanore, Kattayam, lo.hikode, Palghat, Quilon, tricbur, and Trivandrum.

lach dtstrict is subdivided into taluks and villages.

there are fifty-

five taluka and 4,615 villages in Kerals.

At present there are ntnety.one
towns, tventy-seven muniCipalities, and 897 panchsyats. 10 The administrative

~anorama Year Book. 1960 (lottayam: Manorama PubUshtng House), pp. 9.11.

9J • Singh, "eommunism in Keral.," Poll~lcal 9Marterly, (April 1960) p. 186.
10Panchayath is s local self-governing unit on the village level.

11
and legislattve capital of Kerala Is Trivandrum.

National and State Leghlature t 11

India

is

a sovereign RepubUc with a

Parliamentary form of government based on universal adult suffrage.

The leg-

islatuYe of the Indian Union which is called Parliament consists of the Presi.
dent and the two Houses known respectively as the Council of States (RalY8
Subha) and the House of the People

(~Subhe).

For every state there is a

Legislature which consists of the Governor appointed by the Indian President
and eStheY a bicameral or unicameral assembly.

Kerale has a unicameral Legis.

lature conststing of 127 members one of whom is nominated by the Governor to
represent the Anglo-Indian community. Twelve seats are reserved for Scheduled
12
Castes and Scheduled Tribes
in the areas With a heavy concentration of these
people.

General elections for the National and State LegiSlatures take place

every five years unless the Legislature 18 dissolved on account of adminlstrattve breakdown of the Cabinet.
Poll tical Party System:

The normal pattern of democracy involvea the ex-

istence of two or more organized polittcal parties which seek the vote of the
people for forming a government and carrying on the administration of the
country in conformity with tts declared principles.

"The quality of democracy

i8 determined by the quality of the parties and that of the electorate.

If the

electorate Is wise and discerning it would use its wisdom and discernment for
choosing its rulers.

The parties also would be obl1sed to raise themselves to
the level of popular dlsoernment, if not hlgher. 13 India has a multt.party

1ltndia, Constitution, Part V and Part VI.
12The terms used in the Constitution to designate "The Untouchables."
13Sadiq, Ali,

ASurvel-I!t General

Election., 1957 (New Delhi. 1959) p. 60.

12

system and many parties have been formed representing different Interests •

.!h! Indi an Natlonal Cones.: this I s the party which led the country to
its freedom and has been In power since the independence.

The Indian NaUonal

Congress was founded In 188S by Mr. Allan Octavian Rume, a retired member of
the Indian Ctvil Service, to unite all the anti-colonial forces and sentiments
in their fight against the British rule.

With the appearance of Mahataa Gandhi

on the Indian scene In 1920, the National Congress took an enttrely new turn in
Its future pollctes and programs. With truth and non-violence as its guiding
principles, the Whole movement was raised to a high moral plane and attracted
world.wid. attention.

In the first electtons following India's tndependence

In 1947, the Congress Party emerged as the governing party with an overwhelm.
lng majority both In the centre and in the states.
The aim of the party is to lead !Ddta towards a democratic soctalistic
Republic throuah peaceful and constructive measures especially throuah the Implementation of Its five year plans.

Accordina to its poltcy, all the basic

industries are to be owned or controlled by the state though a larae field for
private enterprise also 1s to be retatned.

The Whole economy of the country,

however, will be ultimately based on a planned economy in which the Economic
ComMission will playa significant part.

The Congress Party has been led for

the laat fifteen years by Prime Minister Jawahartlel Nehru.

The symbol for the

party IS two yoked bullocks.

14K. B. Bhatnagar. !!~ A Hand Book of General Knowledge (Delhi: Malhotra Brothers, 1960), pp. ~18'; Wefney;-partx Politics l! In3ia (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1957).

13

~ Communist Partx

2!

Indla: 15 Of the five accepted all-India parties,

the Communist Party Is second tn number of representatives seated in Parliamente

The Communist Party was founded In 1924 under the inspiration of the

Communist leaders of Great Britain and under the patronage of the Russian
leaders. 16 The party was soon thereafter made illegal by the British Governmente

The result was that most of its workers carried on their activities

under the Congress flag on the Congress platform masquerading as Congress
supporters.

Thetr activity was mainly devoted to the organisation of trade

unions and stUdent bodies.

The fundame1'ltal difference of their outlook from

that of the Congress became very well marked In the "August Movement of 1942."
when the coming of Russia to the side of the allies in the last war suddenly
made them declare the erstwhile imperialiat war to be the people'S war and advocate help to the Brittah in their war effort against the stand of the Congress.

The immediate effect of this change in the policy was the lifting of

the ban on the party In 1943 by the Brittsh Government.

The Communists were

officially expelled from the Congress under charges of disloyalty and active
opposition to the Congress creed and program in 1945.

Since then they have

functioned as an independent body.
The Communist Party of India Uke Communist parttes all over the world,
uses Ru.stan Communist poltcles as its focal point In National a8 well as
International spheres.

1~. R. Maseni,

The bastc aim of the party as defined in the preamble

lh! Communist

Part:

e!

India (London: Verschoyle, 1954).

16John H. Kautsky, Moscow and the Communist Partx of India (New York:
John Wiley & Sons. 1956); Frank~a;s. t~ala TodaI. pp:-112_139.
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to the constitution of the party Is:
The organization of the tol11ng r.:asses in the struggle for

the victorious anti-imperialistic and agrarian revolution
for complete national independence, for the establishment
of a people's democratic state led by the working class,
for the realization of the dictatorship of the proletariat
and for building up of socialism according to the teachings
of Marxlam Lenlnism. 17
The alms are more clearly described In concrete terms in the draft program of
the party issued in Aprtl, 1954. under the auspices of the Politburo.

Thts

program calls for the confiscation of all foreign capital. complete withdrawal
from the British Commonwealth. and un.1ted front and friendship with peace
loving countries after having completely severed all ties with imperialist
powers like Britaln and the United States of America.
program of 100% ~WadeShl.18

It also emphasizes a

Chronic unemployment, population explosion. com-

munal rivalries, lack of effeotive leadership among the Congress rank, and
regional tensions have provided a fertile ground for Communist activities
exploiting the SOCial Ills of the SOCiety to their maximum advantage.

The

streagth and organization of the party Is evident In the success It has had
in winning numerous seats tn the eleotlons.
The Praja Socialist Putt 9was formerly
Party.

knOWl\

as the Congress SoelaUst

It was formed In 1934.35 as a leftwing organization to function within

the Congress fold.

After the attainment of freedo., the party dropped the word

17G. D. Binani and T. V. Ramarao. India at a Glance (Calcutta: Longmans
Ltd., 1953), p. 136.
--18

Swede.hl literally means native made article. but it refers to a movement .tarte3 fn India to popularize the use of nattve SOOds and to ban the use
of foreip made goods.
19K. B. Bbatnagar. A. Rand
Brothers. 1960). pp. 188-189.

.!.2.2!. 9! General

Knowlede HelM: Malhotra
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"congress" from its name and completely broke from the Consress in March 1948.
Before the Second General Elections, the Socialist Party merged with the Kisan
Muzdoor Pre,a Party. a reformist offshoot of Consre.s Party organized tn June
1951 and came to be known as the Praja SOCialist Party.

Some of the objectives

of the party on which special emphasis has been latd may be stated here.

The

aim of the party is to achieve a classless and casteless SOCiety by peaceful
means.

The

party once in power will strive for the socialization of the key

Industries, forelgn trade and such sectors of economy where the capital tends
to accumulate.

The party favours foreign polley of neutraUty and non-involve-

ment and co-operation with Uke..-mlnded forces In other countries.

Acharya

Kripalanl and Moka Mehta are Ita most Important national leaders.

lh! RI!21utl~!EY

Soclaltst Party20 is a Marxist organization whoae aim

i8 the establishment of a classle.s socialistic society through revolution.

This radical activist party dtffers from the Communists only 1n the elahoration
of their objectives.

This party has a great Influence

pecially in the dtstrict of Qul10n.

«mOns

the labourers es-

Mr. Srlkandan Nair is the most prominent

leader of thts party in Kerala,
Musltm Le!l!!:21 Unllke other parties it Is a communal party organized
to safeguard the interests of the MUslim Community who form 3.353.060 of the
population of Kerala.

Thls is a lOCal pa1:'ty mostly popular among the Muslims

of the Palghat. Koshlkode, and Cannanore districts.

Muslim League has no ex-

pectation of getting into power as the ruling party.

Because of its communal

2°Margaret w. nsher and Joan V. Bondurant, !!!!. !~dlan Experlense !U!l !!!!
Democratic El~ctlons (California: Unive1:'slty of California Press. 1956). p. 45.
21Sadtg All.

! Survey-!!! Genera! Elections 1957 (New Delhi, 1959). p. 34.
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nature all the top ranking leaders of India look with suspicion and disfavour
on this party.
Besides these major parties there are other splinter parties like Jans
Saugh, Kerala Soelallst Party, and Swat antra Party.

.But none of these parties

Involves a sleable support from the people of Kerals.
A SHORT HlSTORICAL SURVEY OF THE roLITICAL
SITUATION IN KSRALA
Because of Kerals's wavering between democratiC and communistic control,
it Is worth scrutinizing its political background In some detail before attemptina an analysis of some SOCial factors influencing the people in their electoral choice.

After having reviewed the political instability and Communist suc-

cess in Kersla, Frank Morses has made the following salient observations:
The same streBsea--reglonal, religious, factional,
communal, casteist. and personal which are Increasingly assertive at state levels throughout India,
Influenced the course of politics In Kerala and placed
it finally in the hands of the Communists. How these
factors, combined with the calculations of the Reds,
led to a democratically governed state being converted
by democratic medium of the ballot box into a Communist controlled areas carries a warning and 1s an object
lesson on the vay the Marxist work and conspire to
achieve power. In so far as it reflects these divisive
forces2~ tactiCS, Kerals Is a microcosm of modern
India.

In July, 1949, the tva erstwhile princely states of Travancore and Cochln
were merged to form the Travancore-Cochin state.

This state lasted until Novem-

her I, 1956, when the State of Karala was formed on a linguistiC basis embrac-

22 prenk i-1orees, India TodaXt p. 104.
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ing all the Malayalam speaking areas.

The Malabar District which formerly be-

longed to the Madras State was also added to the new state of Kerala.

This

introduced another divisive factor, namely, provincialism into the politics.
The Communists were the first to agitate for the formation of Kerals State
foreseeing that the composition of the state would be in their favour since
that would join the Malabar District which was already a stronghold of Communist influence,23 and that it would eliminate the four taluks from the Trivandrum District where the influence of Congress was strong.
Communist manifesto for

the~ections

Besides, in the

in 1952 and 1954, the demand for a separ-

ate state for the Malayalam speaking areas was a key issue.

The Congress Party,

on the other hand. was not in favour of 1inguiatic states fearing that it would
hamper national unity.

So, in the first general elections in 1957 after the

formation of the State of Kerala, the Communists had an advantage over the Congress members as being the chief sponsors for the formation of Kerala. 24
In the period of fourteen years aince 1948 Kerala witnessed five general
elections and the rise and fall of eleven ministries.

It also witnessed the

rise of the Congress, which reached its apex in 1948 when it had 93 members in
an Assembly of 108 members; and thereafter its sharp decline until it was able
to muster only 43 members in a Rou.e of 127 members nine years later.

No one

had done more to discredit the Congress than the Congressmen themselves.

Torn

23
Selig S. Harrison, India the Most Dangerous Decades (Princeton: University of Princeton Press, 1960), PP7 193:l99.
24New Age, June 1957, p. 2; "The State of Kerale," Encounter, 1957, p. 2;
"The Political Mind of India," Foreign Affairs, July 1957, p. 683; E.M.S. Nambudiriped. The National Question in Kerala (Bombay: People's Publishing House.
1952), p. l~
--
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by internal rivalries, they appeared to the electorate as selfish opportunists
and manipulators willing to do a deal with any party or person as long as it
ensured their continuance in office.

On the eve of the elections in 1957, the

party was divided not only within itself but within its separate elements,
Christians, Hindus, Muslims each of whom was at least indirectly responsible
for the victory of the Communists in the forthcoming elections. 25
On the basis of oaste and religion Kerals SOCiety is divided into different
factions.

These divisive factors contributed a great deal to the success of the

Communists in Kerala.

With the reorganization of the state in November 1956,

the Christians who were the mainstay of the Congress, were reduced from 31 per
cent to 25 per cent of the population, while the Ezhsv8s and Scheduled Castes
who were sympathetic towards the Communists increased in strength.

From 22 per

cent the Ezhav8 group rose to 26 per cent and with Scheduled Castes they now
comprise over 30 per cent of the population.

Simultaneously the Nair., who

were rather dissatisfied with the Congress Organization owing to its Christian
predominence, were reduced from 23 per cent to 17 per cent. 26
There was wide spread demoralization not only in the Congress hierarchy
but also among the Party's rank and file.

Once in power the Congress leaders

seemed to have forgotten their assurances to the people. Partly due to the magnitude of the problems and partly due to their utter selfishness, the Congress
government could not raise the living standard of the people and they were rapidly losing touch with the rural workers and mssses.

The Congress Organization

25Frank Moraes, India Today, p. 108.
26J • Singh. "Communism in Karals." Politieal 9Harterly, April 1960, p. 187.
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in Kerala was a weak structure built around a group of personally ambitious
and largely inexperienced individuals who in turn gathered around them others
equally anxious to share the frutis of power.

As a result discipline slumped

at higher levels and there was no real affinity with the people. 27
The Congress leaders themselves represented various communal or regional
interests and had no well defined program for the welfare of the state.

Pol-

ltlcs was thereby reduced to shoddy tactical maneuvers to remain In office.
The Congress leader Panampally Govinda Menon confessed at the time of his resignatlon In March 1956 that the debacle which threatened his party was due to
its own making and not to any positive action by the Communists.

Even more

frank was Congress President Dhebar's declaration that he could not name a
single prominent Kerala Congress leader who at one time or other had not intrigued against his own party government. 28

Political instability makes it

difficult to take bold measures to solve the staggering economic problems of
the state and Ironically it was the same economic problems which to a large
extent were responsible for the political instability.

Thus the aituatlon

presented a vicious circle. The field was ready for the Communist take over.
1957 Elections: 29 According to the fresh delimitation of constituencies

-

-

...........................

after the reorganization of states In November 1956. Kerala had 102 singlemember and twelve double-member constituencies.
according to final rolls was 7,514.626.

The total number of electors,

Women voters constituted 50 per cent

27A• Bonner. "\4hy Communists won in Kerala," Reporter. May 1957, pp. 28-30.
28Frank Moraes, India Todal' p.l11.
29Government of Kera1a, Report ~ !h! General Elections ~ Kerala ~
(Trlvandrum: Government Press, 1957); s. C. Sarkar, uElectlons in Kerala,"
World Today, XVI (May 1960), pp. 212.225.
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of the electorate.

The symbol system of voting was in vogue during the elec-

tion, each candidate having a separate ballot box in the polling booth with
his symbol affixed.
stituencies was 380.

The total number of candidates contested from 111 conOne candidate was returned unopposed.

The percentage

of votes polled was 65.95 of the total number of voters in Kerala.

It is

estimated that 70.44 per cent of the eligible male voters and 62.95 of the
eligible female voters voted during the 1957 elections.

The results of

voting and percentage of votes polled are given in the following table.
TABLE I
RESULTS OF 1957 ELECTIONS IN KERALA*

Party

No. of
Seats
Contested

No. of
Seats
Won

No. of
Votes Polled

Per Cent of
Valid Votes

The Indian .National
Congress

124

43

2,209,251

37.8

The Communist Party
of India

100

60

2,059,251

35.3

The Muslim League
and Independents

75

13

751,965

12.9

The Praja Socialist
Party

62

9

628,261

10.8

The Revolutionary
Socialist Party

28

nil

188,553

3.2

Unopposed
Totals

1

I

389

126

5,837,577

100.

*3ased on Government of Kerale, Generale Elections ~ Kerela (Trlvandrum:
Government Press, 1960), p. 5.
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The Muslim League was not recognized as a political party and this party
was, therefore, grouped with independents.

Eight from among the 19 Muslim

League candidates who contested the elections were returned.

The remaining

five independents were returned with the support of the Communist party.

With

60 party candidates and five independents the Communist party commanded the
majority in the Kerala Legislative Assembly of 126 elected members and one
nominated member.

The Communist success was a surprise not only for the Con-

gress leaders, but even for the Communists.

Thus, in India Kerala demonstrat-

ed that the difference between a revolution by consent and a revolution by
coercion can sometimes be very thin.
The dawn of April 5, 1957 witnessed an event of epoch-making importance.
For the first time In the history of parliamentary democracy, a Communist
Government was sworn in to work under a democratic constitution and for the
first time in the history of the Communist parties of the world, a Communist
Government was installed in office through fair and free elections.

Also for

the first time in the history of a Central Government committed to par1iamentary system, the Communist party was allowed to take charge of the government in
one of its states. 30

In a pandal specially erected for the purpose on the

lawns of Raj Bhaven, E.H.S. Nambuthiripad and his colleagues took the oath of
office.

Breaking past traditions, the common man was allowed to witness the

installation ceremony.

To him the policy statement made by the chief Minister

immediately after swearing in, came like a breath of hope and he returned home
with colorful visions of a happy future.

30M• Windmiller, "Const! tutional Communism In India," PacifiC Affairs
(March 1958) t pp. 22.35; J. Singh, "Communism in Kerala. tt Political Quarterly
(April 1960), pp. 186-202.
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The Communists were in power for twenty eight months.

Though they came

into power promising to safeguard the Constitution and to work for the wel1belna of the people of Kerals, they tried to consolidate their party Influence
on the people and all spheres of government through fair and foul means. 3l

For

this end scandalous party favouritism was demonstrated from the very beginning
of the Red regime.

Everything was subordinated to party interests, law and

order became subservient to "Cell" directlvea and justice tampered with.
privileged class was created denying social justice to non-Communists.
these produced general resentment among large sections of the people.

A
All

They In-

troduced so many drastiC reforms in utter disregard for the opinion of the
people. 32

On the top of It all came the Education Act introducing revolution-

ary changes with the objective of state monopoly of schooling and indoctrination of the youth.

Their attempt at nationalization of private schools of

which more than 2,000 were owned by the Christian community forced the Christians to rally against the government.

Dissatisfied with the autocratic rule

of the government other communities also joined hands with the Christians.

The

people of Kerala were split into two camps, those who supported the Communists
and those who opposed the Communists tooth and nail.
was begun.

The liberation struggle

In a great mass upsurge against the Communist government, thousands

were arrested, and a few mostly Catholics were shot to death.

Law and order

31Kainlkkara Padmanabhan, The Red Interlude (Trivandrum, 1959), pp. 30f;
Frank Moraes, India TodaY, pp. ii2.IiB.
32B• H. Schoenfeld, "Kerda in CrisiS," !,!cific Affairs (September 1959),
pp. 235-248; H. Goldberg, ''When Conunlinists Rule," American Federationtst (October 1958), pp. 3.4.
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broke down.

Disorder and chaos, almost bordering on anarchy set in. 33 Nehru

himself, after reviewing the situation in Kerals, was forced to make the following statement;

"It seems clear that s dangerous situation full of the possibil-

ity of violent conflicts is rapidly developing in the state. n34

As a result of

the fast deteriorating political situation, the President of India making use
of the extra-ordinary power granted to him by the Constitution took over the
government of Kerala on July 31, 1959 dismissing the Communist Government.

-1960 Election -in .........Kerala,35
.......
;;.;;;;;;;

After six months of President rule, new elec-

tlons were held on February 1, 1960.

This time the Congress, Praja Socialist

Party and Muslim League entered into an alliance to face the Communist Party in
the elections.

Assembly constituencies remained the same as before.

Accord-

ing to the revised list a total increase of 523,465 voters has been recorded,
the number of electors being 8,038,097.
tested.

All the 126 seats in Kerala were con-

The political parties which had entered in the field were the Commun-

1st Party, the Congress, Praja Socialist Party, the Muslim League, and Bharstiya Jana Sangh.

The Revolutionary Socialist Party was not recognized by the

Election Commission as a Party.

Revolutionary Socialist Party and such other

parties had. therefore, been grouped with Independents.

Three hundred and

twelve candidates were contesting the elections of which 80 were Congress candidates, 108 Communists, 12 Muslim League candidates, three for Jana Sangh,
and 76 independents including Revolutionary Socialist Party and Keral. Socialist

33

Kainikkara Padmanabhan, pp. 173-203.

34From the statement made at Coimbatore on June 7, 1959 after reviewing the
situation in Kerala.
35Government of Kerala, Report ~ the Elections of 1960.
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Party candidates and also independents with Communist support.

Party position

after the elections is given in the following table.
TABLE II

RESULTS OF 1960 ELECTIONS IN KERALA*

No. of Seats
Contested

Party

No. of
Seats Won

No. of Votes
Polled

Percentage
of Votes
Polled

The Congress Party

80

63

2,791,294

34.6

The Communist Party

108

26

2,975,259

36.9

P. S. P.

33

20

1,146,029

14.2

Mus 1im League

12

11

399,925

5.0

R. S. P.

18

1

106,137

1.1

Independents

75

5

652,602

8.2

326

126

8,071,246

100.

Total

*/~apted

from Manorama Yearbook (Kottayam. 1962), p. 687.
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After the elections a coalition ministry was formed and sworn into office
under the leadership of the Praja Socialist Party leader, Mr. Pattern Thanu
Pillai.

Of the eleven members of his cabinet, eight belonged to the Congress

Party and three belonged to the Praja Socialist Party, including the Prime
Minister.

Even now the situation in Kerala is far from peaceful.

BeCause of

the inefficiency of the political leadership, internal dissension among the
ruling parties, and the staggering economic problems which remain unsolved,
the present government also seems to be in trouble.

Communalism, castelsm,
and factionalism have again begun to exert their divisive influence. 36 Will th
present antl.Communist Government be able to rule the state for their full term
Will the Communist Party come into power through coming elections?

These are

the questions often asked today even by the man on the street in the State of
Kerala.

36The Oeeplka (Kottayam), February 28, 1962, p. 2.

CHAPTER III
SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS AND POLITICAL PREFERENCE
In the previous chapter an attempt was made to give a general picture of
Kerala at the present time.

At the end of the chapter a brief survey of the

democratic experience of the people of this state was made, bringing into focus
the different trends in the electoral choice.

From the analysis of the two

general elections held since the formation of this state in 1956, it seems
clear that a growing number of electors vote for the Communist party.

In 1957

the Communists were successful in the elections as the majority party and formed the government.

Even in the elections held in 1960 after the dismissal of

the Communist government, the Communist party in Kerala scored the highest percentage of votes for any single party. though they failed to get the majority
of seats in the Legislative Assembly as they did in the previous election. l
This was partly due to the system of simple majority in the constituenCies instead of proportional representation and also due to the fact that in this
election all the other main parties like Congress, P.S.P., and the Muslim
League faced the electorate as a United Front.
In the present and subsequent chapters the electoral choice of the people
of Kerala will be examined more closely to discover the social factors which
may have influenced them to vote for one particular party rather than another
party.

In other words our endeavour will be to find what are the social char-

ISee Tables I and lIon pp. 20 and 24 of the thesis.
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acter istics of those who voted for the Communists and non-C
ommunists and to examine any possi ble diffe rence s. The prese nt chapt er will be
devot ed to the consider ation of socto- econo mtc chara cteris tics of the voter s
and their elect oral
prefe rence .
The most common gener alizat ion linkin g polit ical system s to
other aspec ts
of SOCiety has been that democracy Is relate d to the state
of economic devel op~nt.2 The more well- to-do s natio n, the great er the chanc
es that it will sustain democracy. From Arist otle down to the prese nt, men have
argued that only
In a wealt hy state in which relat ively few citize ns lived at
the level of real
pover ty could there be a situa tion in which the mass of the
popul ation intel li.
~ently partiC ipate in polit ics and devel
op self- restr aint neces sary to avoid
~uccumblng to the appea ls of irresp onsib
le demagogues. A socie ty divid ed be~ween a large Impov erishe d mass and a small
favou red elite resul ts eithe r in
,1igar chy of the small upper stratu m or tn tyran ny.
~ristotle

The follow ing words of

conce rning the condi tions of the demo cratic order are relev
ant:
Thus it is manif est that the best polit ical community is
formed by the citize ns of the middl e claes , and those
are likely to be well admin i8t$re d, In which the middl estate s
class Is large .... Great then is the good fortun e of a
state In which the citize ns have a moder ate and suffi cient
prope rty; for where some posse sses much, and the other
nothi ng, there may arise an extreme democracy or a pure
oliga rchy; or a tyrann y may arise out of eithe r extrem e •
••• And democraCies are safer and more permanent than oligarch ies becau se they have a middle clas8 which is more
numerous and has a great er share In government; for when

2Ly l e W. Shannon. Underdeveloeed Areas (New York: Harper &
Bros. , 1957) ;
f. also h18 artic le. "18 Level of Development Relat ed to Capac
ity
for self(overn ment? ", American Journ al 2f Econ omics !2! SOCiology,
17 (1958 ), pp. 367-8 2.
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there is no middle class, and the poor greatly exceed in
number, troubles arise and the state will soon come to an
end.)
The fact that the peaceful working of democracy is related to the economic
development of a country is amply illustrated when one observes that all stable
democracies in the world today are found in countries where the economic devel.
opment is high compared to the countries in which democracy is unstable.

Mak-

ing use of the indices of economic development like avera,e income, Industrialization, urbanization, and education, Seymour Martin Lipset found that higher
the economic development of a country, the more likely that the democracy in
that country Is more stable. 4 Countries like Australia, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Sweden, Ireland, Luxemburg, Netherlands, Norway, Switzerland, United
Kingdom, and the United States which have high scores on the indices of economic development have stable democraciea, while underdeveloped countries like
Latin America, Asia and Africa have mostly unstable democracies.

Lyle W.

Shannon has correlated indices of economic development with whether a country
is self-governing or not, and his conclusions are substantially the same. 5
The relationship between low per capita income and precipitation of sufficient discontent to provide the social basis for political extremism is supported by a recent comparative survey of attitudes of citizens of nine countries.

Among these countries, feelings of security correlated with per capita

3Aristotle, Politica, 1221-1222, translated by Benjamin Jowet in the Basic
Works 2! Aristotle, edited by Richard McKeon (New York: Random House, 1941).

4s.

M. LIpset, Pollttcal ~t pp. 50f.

5Lyle W. Shannon, American Journal

2! Economics

~

SOCiology, pp. 367-382.
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income (.45) and with per capita food supply (.55).6

It seems to be a fact of

modern political history that tn the countries of both the West and of the East
the lower strata people favour the Communist Party in their elections.
With this international background let us now focus our attention on situation In Kerala.

In Kerala the Communists and other extremist parties appar-

ently score more success in the constituencies and districts where there is a
heavy concentration of poor people.

Before we go into details of the election

results, it may be useful to consider at some length the deplorable economic
situation in Kerala.
Extreme Poverty

2!!h! Masses:

The appalling poverty and misery of the

masses and the inevitable low standard of life; the rapid growth and density
of population coupled with an extreme food scarCity both in quantity and in
quality; growing unemployment and unrest both in the agrarian and industrial
areas; the accumulation of wealth in the hands of a few and consequent unequal
distribution of wealth among the people, all these economic characteristics
seem to produce an utter dissatisfaction among the people for the present
social order and prompt them to listen to the promises for a bright future by
the Communist Party.7

The late President of the Philipines, Ramon Magsaysay,

who successfully fought Communists in the Philippines once said:

7 6William Buchanan, and Hardly Cantril, How Nations See Each Other (Urbana:
University of Illinois Presl, 1953), p. 35.----- ---7J. Singh, "Communism in Kerals," Political ~arterly, 31 (April 1960),
pp. 185-187; Charles A. Beard, The Economic Basls of Politics (New York:
Vintage Books, 1957); G. A. Almond and others, The-Xppeals 2! Communism (1954).
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When a man with an empty belly works in a rice paddy on land
which 1s not his, alway s in debt and with his child ren hungr
when a man in that posit ion hears someone say, "Land belon y-to the man who works it, come to us, and we will give it gs
you,·t then somet hing happe ns to that man. It is as if a to
cool
wind blew throu gh hell on earth . 8
~,

Cloth ing,

~

Shelt ers

The most salie nt facts about the economy of

Keral a are the low level s of consu mptio n, income, and savin
gs, which help to
perpe tuate utter pover ty and economic stagn ation , and thua
depri ve the vast
and growing popul ation of the state of the bares t neces sities
for a decen t
existe nce in keepi ng with the digni ty of the human being .
Altho ugh inter natio nal compa risons are not very relia ble and the stati stics
taken in Keral a
are scant y and liable to wide margi ns of error , a rough idea
of the economic
backw ardnes s of this state can be gathe red from the follow
ing stati stics . The
estim ated per capit a income per day in Keral s is 14 cents
where as the per
capit a income per day in the U.S.A . is seven dolla rs and
for India as a whole
is about 18 cents . On the basis of annua l famil y income
the famil ies in Keral a
can be grouped as follow s:
TABLE III
GROUPING OF FAMILIES ON THE BASIS OF A~NUAL INCOME9
Annual Famil y Income
Under Re. 600 ($126)
Rs. 600 to 1200
Rs. 1200 to 1800
Rs. 1800 to 3000
Above Rs. 3000

Perce ntage of the Total
51
34
S
4
3

SCarl os P. Romu10, "the Only Way to Save South East ASia,
tf
1962) , p. 8.

--

9Manorama Year Book (Kotta yam, 1960) , p. 97.

!!:!!. ~
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As the above table shows 51 per cent of the families in Kerala have only
an income under Rs. 600 ($126) per annum.

The average membership of the family

being 5 according to official estimation, a member of the family has an average monthly income of Rs. 10 ($2.10).
dependents is high.
ing.

In most of the families the number of

Of the total population only 20 per cent are self-support-

Six per cent are partial dependents and the remaining 66 per cent are

full dependents.

Of the male population 43 per cent are self-supporting; 4.8

partial dependents; and 52.2 per cent are full dependents.

Likewise among the

female population 12.5 per cent are self-supporting; 7.1 partial dependents;
and 80.4 are full dependents. 10 Another distressing fact ia the scarcity of
cultivable land.

According to 1961 Census the average land distribution per

person is only 25 cents of land.

The percentage of landless agricultural lab-

ourers of the total population is 21.1 per cent which is the highest percentage in Asia.

Agricultural labour is mostly seasonal which takes about 108 days

of the year and they have to spend the rest of the year idly.

Since industrial-

lzation has not progressed to any considerable extent, and 53.6 per cent of the
population, are engaged in agricultural pursui ts. chronic unemployment and underemployment !~ experienced by vast number of people. lt
The pattern of consumption expenditure also shows the backwardness of
Kerala economy.

The consumption expenditure of Kerala on food absorbs 60.5

per cent of the total consumption expenditure as asainst 30.1 in the United
Kingdom and 21.8 in the United States.

l~anorama

!.!!.t!22!

In spite of the predominance of food

(1960). pp.97 .. 98.

11J. Singh, "C!ommunism in Kerala." Political Quarterly, 31 (April 1960)
pp. 186-187.
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in the state expenditure, the per capita intake of nutritive food has been
much lower than in the technically advanced countries.

The average intake

of food in the U.S.A. amounts to 3300 calories where as in Kerals it Is only
about 1890 calories.

Kerala's food consists primarily of cereals, beans and

vegetables and very little of protein foods like milk, fruits, and
foods.

~nimal

The low income is chiefly responsible for this large scale under

feeding and malnutrition which tells upon the population of Kerala.

In addi-

tion defective diet hsbits and unscientific cooking processes have aggravated
the evil.

Per capit3 food production in Kerals amounts to less than six

ounces per day.

On the assumption that the normal daily consumption of rice

by one individu31 is 12 ounces, Kerala has to import 50 per cent of its rice
needs. 12
Inequitable distribution of wealth and income has made the situation worse.
It has been estimated by the National Sample Survey that a third of Kerals's
income goes to about 5 per cent of the population, another third to the next
35 per cent, while only the remaining third is shared among the remaining 60

per cent.

Lack of proper clothing is another problem facing the people.

problem of adequate housing Is equally serious.

Vast majority of the people

of Kerala live in poor huts built of mud walls and bamboo roofing.
clean drinking water, drainage, and proper sanitation.
in urban areas is still worse.

The

They lack

The condition of houses

Squalor, lack of proper ventilation, and over-

crowded conditions are the main features of most of the houses occupied by the
lower classes.

Thus a majority of the people of Kerale are ill-fed, ill-cloth-

12Most of the data given above is gathered from a Kerals Government publication entitled ~Se_c_o_n_d!!!!!!!! ~ ~ _Ke.r_8_l.s (1958).
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ed, and ill.housed and possibly cannot afford to spend on amusements, medical
sid, and for other amenities of life which human beings require.

The level of

health is intimately connected with a low standard of food, clothing, and housing.

Compared to other countries, Kerala's standard of health is shockingly

depressed.

Medical facilities are very inadequate.

Kerala Government provides

one hospital for every 43,000 persons, one doctor for every 7,000 persons, one
nurse for every 19,000 persons, and one bed for every 1,400 persons. l )

The

average life span in Kerala is 37 years compared with 42 years for the whole
of India, 68 years in England, and 67 years in the United States.

In the Unite

States there is one doctor for every 800 persons; also, there is one scientist
or engineer per 200 persons while in Kera1a there is only one among 30,000.
Every third American has an automobile, while in Kera1a only one in 150,000 has
this status symbol. 14
Po~lation

Explosion'

Another social factor which aggravates and engulfs

Kerals's faltering economy is its population explosion.

According to the 1961

Census the population of Kera1a is 16,875,199 in an area of 15,002 square miles,
which marks an increase of 24.55 per cent over the population of 1951 which
stood at 13,549,118.

The density of population in Kerala has risen from 426

persons per square mile in 1901 to 1125 persons in 1961 which marks the highest
density rate in the whole of India.
square mile.

India has a density of 384 persons per

The following table indicates the decennial increase of popu1atio

I3Manorama!!!t~!22£ (Kottayam). pp. 475-478.
14the data is gathered partly from Information Please Almana,
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in Kerala.
TABLE IV
DECENNIAL POPULATION VARIATION IN K!RALA FlOM 1901_61 15

yiAls
POPULATION DATA

1901

1911

1921

1931

1941

1951

1961

No. of persons
per sq. mile

426

476

520

634

735

903

1125

Total population
in milUons

6.3

7.0

7.8

9.5

11.0

13.5

16.8

11.75

9.16

21.85

16.0~

22.8~

24.5 5

Percentage
increase

Fifty-four point seventy-two per cent of the population and 40.16 per cent of
the area of the state come within the density range of 1000 and more persons

per square mile.

Among the various districts Al1eppey has record populatton of

2556 persons per square mtle.

The net reproduction rate is comparltlvely high-

er among the people of the lower Income group..

Thul poor fami11es already

burdened with large families are further burdened by the birth of new babtes.
That COlII'IIUni818 thrives on the poverty and IDhery of human beings Is sufftclently clear frOID the history of Communism In RUSSia, China, Burma. Latin
America. and other countries. 16 The foll~ns comparative analYlis conducted
by Seymour Llp.et substantiates the above statement:

-

15Government of Kerala, A Handbook -.;;,;;;;;,;;;;;;;;-.
of Census (Trlvandrum, 1962). pp.4.8.
16Hardly Cantrill, Ih! Politics !! Desp,lr (Nev York' Basic Books, 1958);
Lyle W. Shannon, Underdeveloptf Areas (New Yorks Harper & Bros., 1951).
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In the two wealthiest countries, the United States and Canada,
not only are Communist party almost non-existent but socialilt
parties have never been able to establish themselves as major
forcea. Among the eight next wealthiest countries-aNew Zealand, Switzerland, Sweden, United Kingdom. Denmark, Australia,
Norway, Belgium, Luxumburg, and Netherlands--all of whom had
a per capita income over $500 a year in 1949, moderate socialism exiats aa the form of leftist politics. In none of these
countries did the Communists secure more than 7 per cent of
the vote, and the Communist party average among them has been
about 4 per cent. In the eight Buropean countries which were
below the 500 dollar per capita income mark in 1949--France,
Iceland, Czechoslovalda, Finland, West Germany, Hungary, Italy,
and Austria--and which have had at least one democratic election in which both the Communist and non-Communist parties could
compete, the Communist party has had more than 16 per cent of
the votes in dx and an overall average of more than 20 per
cent in the eight countries as a group.17
Since in India, Kerala faces more aerious economic problems than any other
state the Communists were able to transform economiC despair into a legislative
majority.

Kerala has the highest denalty of population, the lowe.t per capita

income, the hiahest percentase of unemployed, the lowest per capita possession
of land, the hlabest percentase of food deftcit 18__ all these factors made the
SitUation highly exploaive.

Even after 15 yeara of independence and Implement-

ation of two five year plana, the economiC problems atlll remain staggering.
The following table bring. into focus the seriousness of the economic situation
in Kerala compared to the whole of India'

17S. M. Lipset, PoUtlcal Man, p. 61. Thls book Sa an excellent study of
of poU tical behaviour in an international perspective.
18Govel'D1llent of ICerala, Second!!!!.!!!!.!l..!!
ment Preas, 1958), pp. 2f.

9! Kerals (Trivandrums Govern-
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TABLE V
SOME COMPARATIVE STATISTICS ON INDIA AND KERALA 19

FACTORS COMPARED

INDIA

KERALA

Density of population
per square mile

384

1125

Per capita annual
income

Rs. 330 ($68)

230 ($48)

Land per capita
in acres

4.7

.25

Percentage of
unemployment

20 (apprx.)

30 (apprx.)

In Kerala as tn other places the Communi.t party concentrates all its
20
attention on the poor masse. and tries to rally them under the Communtst banner
They pose themselves as their champions in redressing their grievances.

If one

observes the Communist rallies and public meeting., he can see that a vast majodty of the people who take part in them are poor people.

Long before the

electtons, the Communists began canvassina among the poor visiting them in thei
houses.

The analysis of the election results show that they invariably score

majority of their seats in the constituencies where there is a heavy concentration of poor people. 21

The fact of Communist party preference among the poor

-

19The data for the table is gathered from India 1960, pp. 182-194.
20J. Singh, "Communism in Kerela." Political Quarterly, 31 (April 1960).
pp. 186 ...202.
21Communist success in Alleppey, Shertsla, Hsrarlkkulom, Aroor, Kayamkulom,
Punaloor, Karthikspal1y, Varkka1a, and in Palghat District is attributed to the
chronic unemployment and poverty of these areas (De.pika, March 15, 1957.).
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strata can be seen also from the Opinion Polling conducted by the Indian Institute of Public Opinion in Kerala and Andhra just before the 1957 elections.

The following table shows the results:
TABLE VI
COMMUNIST PARTY PREFERENCE IN KERALA22

CLASS

?ERCENTAC!l:

:v<iddle

7

Lower Middle

19

Lower

74

TOTAL

100

The above table clearly shows that people belonging to the lower middle
and lower classes are the main supporters of the Communists In Kerala.

Another

consequence of poverty of the electorate is that the votes of these people can
be bought like any other commodity by the party willing to offer them the best
bid.

It is an open secret that many thus vote for one party not for the pro-

grams they have promised to carry out but on account of the petty sum they have
received.

Sometimes it Is accused that a voter receives money from more than

one party promising to offer his vote.

Sometimes they are paid money not to

take part in voting fearing that in case they vote they may vote for another

22tndlan Institute of Public Opinion Monthly Surveys, Vol. 12, Nos. 4. 5, 6,
and 7.
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party.

So, In Kerala and in other underdeveloped areas of the world where vast

majority of the electorate are extremely poor the rational free use of suffrage
for the betterment of democracy becomes practically difficult.
From what has been said above it seems clear that economic backwardness Is
8

major social factor for the Instability of democracy In Kerala and also for

the growth of Communist influence in Kerala.

The author does not want to leave

the impression that only the poor people vote for the Communiats.

Even some

of the land owners and big bUSiness men, and members of the royal families
worked and voted for the COUIDlUnlst party but they seem to be few In number.

!2! Caste.System

~ Communalism.-~

Powerful Divisive Factorl

People all

over the world are familiar with the time-old and traditional caste system In
India.

Unlike American and other Western Societle., India has been till re-

cently a cloaed society which has been stratified Into rigid groups called the
Caates.

One i8 born Into a caste and has to share either the honor or the

stigma attached remaining till his death In the same caate.

In so far as this

SOCial phenomenon influences the party preference of the respective caste members, It deserves detailed consideration.

The caste and communal feelings sep-

arate a great number of the people of Kerals into closed compartments with
rigid rules which Inhibit interdlnlng, intermarriage, and other social Interaction between the different castes. 23

23 Ertc J. MUler, "Caste and Territory In Malabar," American Anthropologist,
Vol. 56, No. LVI (June 1954), pp. 418-419.
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The Caste-System Is thousands of years old. 24 Although it evolved from
occupation of the people of the Indo-Aryan society, religious sanction has made
it very complicated and difficult to eradicate. 25 The term used originally to
Indicate caste seems to have been Varna which means color.
color could have been the first dividing line.

The difference in

Even now the broadest line of

division between the high and low caste 1. based on colors the Saverna and the
Avarne, i.e., the colorful and the colorless.
~in8,

the !shetr,as. the

Vaisxa~,

There are four main castes--the

and the Sudras.

The Brahmins belonged

to the deity and it was their privilege to minister to the delttes.
triyas were the farmers and traders.

The Ksha·

These three classes were allowed to wear

the sacred thread which entttied them to the consolations of the religiOUS rite
of the temples and those of Hindu social life.
were the slaves and outcastes
the Hindu religion.

who

The Sudras on the otherhand,

had none of the privileges of society or of

They were to serve the higher castes, and no intermarriage

or dining together were possible for a Sundra with a person of the higher
caste. 26
Within each main caste there are many subcastes and it is estimated that
there are about 3000 castes in India.
castes.

All have evolved from the original four

It must be remembered that the caste system remained almost Intact

despite the vicissitudes of time and the many foreign conquests to which the
country was exposed.

The Hindu believes that caste system is an institution

24c. S. Shurye, Caste

!!! Class !a

India (Bombay: Popular Book Depot, 1950)

25J • H. Hutton. Caste ~ tndla (Cambridge. Cambridge University Press, 1946 )
26Ibidem.
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founded on the Vedas and his religion.

Caste system Is related to the Hindu

doctrine of Karma according to which each mants posltlon in the cas.te hierarchy
is determined by the way he fulfilled his dharma or duty in his previous birth.

If one fulfills his dharma satisfactorily, he will be born In his next life in
a higher caste.

After

8

series of births and deaths, when he Is fully purified

will he attain Hokaha or salvation and merge into the Absolute.

Thus the doc-

trine of Karma is related to the doctrine of Transmigration.
Untouchables.-!h! Underdog.

At the bottom of the caste system are the

UntOUChables, some sixty million people, described as the "largest subordinate
27
group In the world."
They are the menial. of India, doing the dirty and degrading tasks, being the scavangers, the tanners, washers of dirty linen, and
handlers of dead carcasses.

Untouchability has been defined as "the Jimcrow-

ism on a fantasUc scale. ,,28 Untouchables must ltve apart, separated from
their fellow villagers.

Their touch, contiguity, and sometimes even their

shadows are considered to be polluting to the high caste Hindus.

In the past

they were denied access to Hindu temples, they could not draw water directly
from the village wells, and their children could not attend school along with
the other Hindu Chi ldren.
roads.

They have even been forbidden to walk on the pubUc

In many villages higher caste Hindus have done many things to stress

the Inferiority of the Untouchables.

These unfortunates were not supposed to

dress well, may not ride on a horse, could not build a two story house, nor use

-

27Louise Ouwerkerk, .......
Untouchables
of India (London: Oxford University Press
.;;.;;;.;-.;;,;;;,;;.:;.;;.;;,1945), p. 3.
28aunther, Inside Asia (New York: Harper & Bros., 1939), p. 397; B. R.
Ambedksr, ~ Untouchab~(Oelhls Amrlt Book Co., 1948).
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braSS vessels within the kitchen.

It was natural, therefore, that the Un touch-

ables as a class have a bare subsistence living and are paid pitifully low
wages.

If, as sometimes happens. a member of the "Depressed Classes" is able

to obtain a load education and make a mark for himself as a businessman or
lawyer, despite all the culture and wealth that may be accumulated thts self.
made man remains an untouchable, the sociel inferior of the higher castes and
he i8 barred from their society.
Whatever might have been the justification for the existence of this Infamous stratification of society in the past, caste system seems to be quite
out of tune with the democratic prinCiples of the modern era.

Throughout his

life Mahatma Gandhi fought against this 80cial injustice and worked for the
liberation of the Untouchables from their deplorable condition.

In his weekly

paper call HariJan. Gandhi launched a frontal attack on caste system and exposed the evils emerging from the practice of caste dtstinctions. 29

Follow-

ins the lead given by Gandhi, Nehru has written that "in the social organizetion of today it (ceste system) has no place left, and that it has to change
completely, for It is wholly opposed to modern conditions and democratic i.
deal."lO

After Independence. the Indian leaders started a massive campaign

for the removal of caste distinctions from the face of India.

The Indian Con-

stitution has declared that there will be no discrimination against any citizen
on the grounds of caste and the practice of Untouchability was declared a
criminal offence in 1955.

SpeCial privileges and protections are guaranteed

2~. K. Gandhi, ~ Autobiography (Ahmedbad: Navajivan Publishing House,
1959), pp. 122.123; M. K. Gandhi, In! Removal 2! UntouchabilttI (Ahmedbad:
Navsjtvan, 1954).

lOJawaharila! Nehru,

!2! Discovery

~ India (New Yorks John Day Co., 1946)
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to the Untouchables by the Constitution and the Government in the field of education and job opportunities.

Despite the constitutional guarantees and the

special protective and developmental programs of government, the condition of
the Untouchables is far from satisfactory.

The report of the Commission for

the Scheduled Castes reported in 1953 that "there has been no appreciable improvement with regard to the practice of Untouchability."31

In the villages,

the citadel of orthodox Hinduism, discrimination against Untouchables has not
lessened.

Laws on the statute books can do little without the support of pub-

lic opinion.

Mahatma Gandhi wrote in his book

!h! Removal 2! Untouchability

that "no religion worth the name, can be guilty of such atrocity as untouch.
ability, which is contrary to the essentially non-violent spirit of Hinduism.
So it must be cut out, root and branch, or Hinduism would perish. tl32
Thus caste system has been and is the curse of India and a great divisive
factor in the Indian soclety.33 With this historic concept of the caste
structure of Indian society with its glaring social Injustices and discriminations against the "Depressed or Scheduled Classes" of India it is easy to understand the present electoral chotce of these people once they have secured
the right to vote.

The Communists take real advantage of the disabilities

suffered by the low caste Hindus proposing to them the idea of a caste-less
and classless society to be founded by revolution in which all will be equal.

31Report

2!!h! Commissioner !2£!2! Scheduled

Castes (New Delhi, 1953),p.7 •

31M• K. Gandhi, ~ Removal ~ Untouchability (Ahmedbad, 1954), p. 275.

Life, XXII (May 19, 1947),
33Robert Neville, "Caste is the Curse of India," ..........

p. 106.
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Communists picture Russia as

8

brotherhood of free and equal peoples, and

Soviet race relations as one of the major social triumphs of our day.
In Karala 30 per cent of the population belongs to the once untouchable
classes.

One major group among them Is the Ezhsve Community.

Numerically

this Is most important group in Kerals being 26 per cent of the population.
About thirty years ago, the Ezhavas were part of the nOepressed Classes."
Although originally Hindus because of their low caste position, they were
prohibited from entering the Hindu temples and even from practising their
religion.

tn spite of their recent advancement, the Ezhaves sre on the whole

poor snd landless.

Their traditional caste trade was tapping toddy, and intox-

icating drink from the coconut blossom, And some of them are employed to do
menial services for the Naira snd Christians.

Of late, however, they have

tsken to factory work and other types of work of the labouring class.

nec~se

of their large number, the Ezhavss wield a great political influence in Kerala
since they received suffrage rights.

They also have enormous influence on

other "Depressed or Scheduled Castes ft who follow them as friends in afflietion.
They have been waging war on the Hindu community which looked down upon them
as low csstes.

The Communists tell them that the lowest classes have nothing

to lose but their age-old chains and they are assured of equality and equal
opportunity in a classless and caste SOCiety.

The youth of the Ezhsva commun-

ity who have some education are now mostly Communists inbued with the Communistic ideology and the uneducated masses of their group follow theIr lead.

With

the rapid growth of industries in State, the Ezhsvss flocked to the factories
and firms for work.

They were Cleverly organized by the Communists into their

trade unions without much trouble.

The are asked to give up their traditional
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jobs and their former leaders. 34
From what has been explained so far it should be clear that because of the
social disabilities and discriminations caused by their low social pOSition in
the caste structure In Kerals, the Ezhaveas and other Scheduled Caste people
were pushed to the side of the Communists In utter contempt for the present
social system.
clearly.

The 1957 election results show their Communist preference quite

It is estimated on the basis of the returns In elections that of the

nearly 2,060,000 votes obtained by the Communists in 1957, about 70 per cent or
over 1,400,000 votes were given them by the Ezhavas And other "Depressed Classes. tt

They voted for Communists !m. masse, 100 per cent in several const! tuen-

cles. 35

All the other communities together gave the Communists only less than

30 per cent of the votes.

Among the 60 Communist candidates who won the elec-

tlons, 35 were members of the Ezhava and other lower caste groups.

The Nairs

1n geaerat supported the PSP or the Congress provided the candidate belonged
to their community.

Sut if the Communist candidate happens to be a Nair and

the PSP or Congress candidate happens to be a Christian because of the communal
spirit so rampant in Kerala, the Neirs would prefer to vote fnr the Nair Communist rather than the Congress or PSP non-Nair candidate.
not the case of the
the Communist party.

~zhavas

This, however, was

and other lower castes who stood four score behind

If a Christian happened to stand on a Communist ticket,

34For a clear exposition of how the Communists politically exploited the
social disabilities of the Ezhavas and the Scheduled Castes see Selig S. Harrison, "kerala," in India: lli ~ Dangerous Decades. pp. 193-199.
35SIngh, "Conmunism In Kerala," Political Quarterly, 31 (April 1960) •
p. 191; Victor, C.D., "The Kerala elections," Social Action (July 1957), pp.
283 f.

and an Ezhav8 on a Congress of PSP ticket, the Ezhavas voted as a solid block
for Christian Communists. 36
The Communist party could thus rely

s~fely

on the fAithful bAcking of 30

per cent of the total population in Kerala for planning their
elections.

cam~8ign

for the

And unless some unexpected changes t8ke place, it seems to be diff!

cult to undermine the strength of the Communist party In Kerala.

The following

table indicates the number of votes cast in favour of the Communists at the
polls in 1957 by the different communal groups.
TABLE

vn

VOTES CAST IN FAVOUR OF COMMUNISTS37
of the Group

Number of Votes

Ezhavas
Depressed Class
Nairs

1,200,000
250,000
200,000
1,650,000

Name

HINDU

MUSLIM

150,000

CHRISTIAN
Non-Catholic Christians
Catholics
OTHERS
TOTAL

120,000
50,000
170,000
30,000
2,000,000

36

Ibidem; New SOCialist, New Delhi, Oetober 1958; For analysis of this polarization, seeM. N. Srinivas, "Caste in ~1odern India," ......................
Journal of ASian Stud!!!, August 1957, p. 543.

-

-

37The above figures are taken from e table given in Political 9uarterlx,
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Based mainly on the support of the Ezhavas and the Depressed Classes the
Communists maneuvered well before the elections by organizing night schools and
house to house visits.

The Communiat cells were organized allover the stste

and canvassing was well engineered from the grasa.roots level upwards.

Alto-

gether more than 1,000 volunteers (100 for each of the districts) were selected
to supervise their campaign where as the Congress party had only 200 or 300 for
the whole state. 38 They began to raise funds many months earlier and the suma
they collected were supposed to be very large.

By intimidating the land owners

s.nd big business men they succeeded In getting hugh sums of money for their
party.

If a btg business man or agriculturist refused to contribute to their

party, he was aure to be embarrassed by a series of strikes and picketing of
the labourers at the instigation of their Communist bosses.

So, few people re-

fused to contribute to their fund; being afraid of reprisal even some of the
Christians had to give them money.

Besides, it is slleged by the Congress

party that the Communists were getting help through foreign sources.

Another

factor which must be borne in mind i8 that the Ezhsvas and the Depressed Classes exercised their franchise at the high rate of almost 90 per cent while
scarcely 70 per cent of the other communities went to polls in 1957.

The Com-

munist workers lined their supporters in queues before the polling booths much

of April 1960, p. 191, in an article written by J. Singh enUtled "Communism in
Kerala." The author of the article took his Ph.D. at the London School of Bcon
omiC8 and Political Science and Is now a member of the Research Staff of the
Institute of Public Administration. After the Communist success in Kerala he
made a study on the spot of political sItuation in Kerala for Divan Chand, Indian Information Centre. The article published in Political guarterlX 1. a sum
mary of his research.
38victor, C. D•• "The Kerala Election.," Social Action (July 1957), pp. 28
287.
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earlier than the supporters of other partles. l9
Once sure of the support of a large section of the lower Income groups,
and a vast majority of voters of the lower castes, the Communists were involved
in 13 straight contests in which they succeeded in as many as 10 constituenCies
They were also engaged in 58 three-cornered fights, of which they came out
successful in 31 constituencies.

Had the democratic parties joined their for-

ces in these 58 constituencies as they did in 1960, the Communists would have
stood no chance In more than half of the 31 in which they triumphed.

Any keen

analysis of the results of 1957 elections in Kerala Is bound to come to the
conclusion that the victory of the Communists was largely due to appalling paverty of the ma.ses, castaism, communalism, the disunity of democratiC parties,
and

the calculated aaneuverings of the peculiar situation of this state by the

C~nl.ts for the benefit of their perty.40

Unlike conditions In other democratic countries, tt cannot be said that
large groups of the Indian population are firmly committed politically.
is of course the traditional loyalty of the people to the Congress.

There

The Con-

gress which won freedom for the country and want through a great deal of suffer
ins for Its sake and whloh has 5hrl Nehru to lead It and with which Gandhi's
magic name Is lnseparably assoolated, sttll commands the love and respect of
the people as Is evident from the fact that the people voted Conaress into
power both In the Centre and In 13 of the 14 states throughout the last 15

39Ibidem.
405e118 S. Harrison, India: The Most Dangerous Decades (Princeton: Princeton University Prea., 1960), pp. 193.199;
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years. 41

But this love and respect diminishes as one moves to the lower rungs

of the Congress ladder.
a worshipped person.
a !Xasi.

following.

A halo of martyrdom surrounded him.

People knew him as

He was at their side in famine, pestilence, and flood.

voice of the people.
thoughts.

A local Congress man In the days of freedom fight was

He was the

In jail and out of it, the Congress man was often In thei

there was no other strong party or organizations to demand their
But now the picture Is different.

After the independence people

thought that all their chronic problems would be solved overnight by the Congress government.

The Congress government is launching out on great plans for

the good of the country, but so multitudinous are the troubles of the people
that long range programs of development fall to provide immediate relief for
the misery of the people on the local level.

Even after 15 years of Congress

rule the vast majority of the population live in sub-standard conditions and
experience. insecurity and frustration.

"Acceptance of the norms of democracy

requires a high level of sophistication and ego security.

The less sophistlca-

ted and less stable an individual, the more likely he is to favour

8

simplified

view of polltics ••• and find difficulty In grasping or tolerating a gradualist
image of political changee n42

This great concern of the present and the lack

of a long range perspective in the political outlook of the large masses of
people ia a serious danger factng the democracy in Kerala and allover India.
Another sad feature of democracy in Kerala Is that the Congress buraucrscy Is
missing the living touch with the masses in their day to day life.

41 Sad1q Ali, p. 66.

.......

42S. M. Lipset, Political Man, p. 115 •
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is still a set of forms, a collection of procedural rules.
the intimate fabriC of people's lives.

It has not entered

So, antioodemocratlc parties which

promise an Immediate and quick solution for the SOCial Ills of society are
drawing slowly but steadily large masses of people into their fold.

CHAPTER IV

EDUCATION AND POLITICAL PREFERENCE
One of the conditions apparently necessary for a healthy democracy is a
high educational level of a nation's population.

the higher the educational

level of the people, the better the chance of democracy, and comparative data
available supports this proposition. 1 The more democratic countries of Europe
are almost entirely literate; the lowest has a literacy rate of 96 per cent,
while the leas democratic nations have an average rate of 85 per cent.

In

Latin America the difference 18 between average rate of 74 per cent for the
less dictatorial countries and 46 per cent for the dictatorial.

The education-

al enrollment at the three levels••primary, poat-primary, and higher education.l •• ia equally conststently related to the degree of democracy.

The tremen-

dous dispartty is shown by the extreme cases of Asia and Africa Where the literacy is regretably low.
The relationship between education and democracy Is worth extensive treatment since an entire philosophy of government has seen increased education as
the basiC requirement of a successful democraCY.

It has often been remarked

by polittcal scientists that lack of sufficient education Is the cause of political instability In the underdeveloped areas of the world.

Education even if

it does not make men good citizens, makea it at least easier for them to be.
come so.

Education presumably broadens man's outlook, enables him to under-

I

United Nations, A PrelimlnaEl on the World SOCial Situation, 1952, pp.
86-100; UNESCO, lc~C'lrld Survey of Educ';t"tOil(Paris. i955); s. M. Llpsit,""'"PoUUcal Man. p. 58.

--
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stand the need for norms of tolerance, restrains him from adhering to extreme
1st doctrines, and increases his capacity to make rational electoral choices.
The evidence on the contribution of education to democracy is even more direct
and strong on the level of individual behaviour within countries than it Is in
cross national correlations.

Data gathered by public opinion research agencies

which have questioned people in different countries about their beliefs on tolM
eranee for the opposition, their attitude towards ethnic and racial minorities,
and

the feelings for multi-party as against one party systems have showed that

the most important single factor differentiating those giving democratic responses from others has been education.

l;;

The higher one's education, the more
2

likely one Is to believe in democratic values and support democratic practices.
Most of the relevant studies Indicate that education is a significant factor
in electoral choice.

The studies of American voting conducted by Lazarsfeld,

Barelson, Gaudet, and others confirm this correlation between the level of ed.
ucation and electoral Interest. 3 Even in the same level of economic status the
rate of voting and political partiCipation increases as one goes higher in the
level of education.

Education on the college level has a significant impact

on the intelligent interest one shows in politics and elections.
level to e large

ext~nt

Educational

depends upon the economiC level and thus they form a

circular chain.

.!!

2C. H. Smith, "Libera11sm and Level of Information," Journal of EducationPsychology, 39 (1948). pp. 65-82.
.......=-0;,;;;;,;;,._

3Pau1 F. Lazarsfeld, Bernard Berelson, and Hazel Gaudet, !!!!. People'.
Choice (New YorkJ Columbia University Press, 1948); Bernard Berelson, Paul
Lazarsfeld, and William McPhee, Voting (Chicago: University of Chicago Prees).
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These findin gs lead us to antic ipate highe r corre lation s betwe
en natio nal
level of educa tion and stabl e polit ical pract ices than are actua
lly found .
Though Germany and France are among the best educa ted natio na
of Europe, this
by itael f did not stabi lize their demo cracie s.

But the high litera cy level of

their citize ns has serve d at least to inhib it other anti-- demo
cratic force s.
About the relati ons between democracy and educa tion Seymour
Llpse t makes the
follow ing comments:
If we canno t say that a high level of educa tion is a suffi cient
condi tion for democracy, the avail able evide nce sugge sts that
it comes close to being a neces sary condi tion. In Latin Ameri
ca
where wides pread illite racy exist s, only one of all the natio
ns
in which more than half the popul ation Is Illite rate- -Bra zll
can
be includ ed in the more democratiC group .
Lebanon, the one member of the Arab League which has
ained
demo cratic instit ution s since World War II, Is by farmaint
the best
educa ted (over 80 per cent litera te). East of the Arab world
the only two state s, the Philip pines and Japan , have
1945
maint ained demo cratic regimes witho ut the prese nce of since
large antidemo cratic parti es. These two coun tries, slthou gh lower
moat
European state s in per capit a income, are among the worldthan
's
leade
In educa tiona l attain ment. The Philip pines actua lly rank secon rs
to the Unite d State s In the propo rtion of peopl e attend ing highd
schoo ls and unive rsitie s. and Japan has a highe r educa tiona
l
level than any European natio n.4
From what has been said above it Is clear that educa tion of
the masses Is
a neces sary condi tion for the working of a health y democracy
and where the literacy Is at a low level , anti-d emoc ratic force s are on the incre
ase. This is
exact ly what happens in India . where the lttera cy rate was only
16.6 per cent
4seymour Marti n Llpse t, Polit ical Man. p. 57; the
nt write r acknowledge s hia indeb tedne ss to S. M. Llpsa t for many of the prese
intern
ation al data on
elect ions prese nted in this thesi s.

S3
in 1951. 5 Even after fifteen years of independence this situation has not improved oonslderably.

According to the 1961 Census 1iteraoy has risen to 28

per cent which Is still conSiderably low compared to other democratic countries
HllUons of llUterate people were granted universal suffrage at the dn... : of
independence.

Mahatma Gandhi was reported to have been sceptical about this

overdose of democrscy to an overwhelmingly illiterate masses of people.

RaJ en-

dra Prasad, India's former President is also known to have been sceptical about
thi8 leap in the dark.

JU8t after the first General Eleetionl, the Radical

Human18t held that "the way In which the masses ••• exercised their franchise •••
conclusively proved thatUley did not pos8es8 the minimum degree of intelligence
and education for an intelligent exercise of the right to vote.

Indeed the

poverty and ignorance of our masses are so obvious that the elections only
served to emphasize the fact.,,7

The abysmal Ignorance of many of the voters

concerning democracy and the democratic processes enables the local leaders
and anti-demooratic parties to exploit them.

Aeharya Krlpalani. the leader of

the PSP Party discussed his experience in Vlail under the title "Universal
Franchise and Universal Ignorance."

He had adopted the method of asking ques-

tiona of his village audiences during the campaign tours to find out whether
they had any knowledge of the affairs of the country and whether they understood the significance of the vote.

He reported,

5Census of India, 1951.
6A Weekly published from Calcutta advocating decentralization of power.
7Radlcal Humanist, February (1952), p. 53.
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My first shock came when I asked the audience in 8 village
on the high road twenty miles from the industrial city of
Cawnpore the question to whom India belonged. quick came
the answer that It belonged to Jawaharllal Nehru. To the
further question "Can he leave it to his son?" the reply
waa "why noUn How was I to explain to such Ignorance the
significance of the vote? t"y questioning therefore took
the follOWing formf

Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.

Q.
A.

Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.

When anyone of you dies to whom goes his property?
To his Children.
Are the neighbors' votea taken in the transfer of the
property?
No.
If any minister dies to whom will the office go?
To hls son.
What for then have you got the vote?
We do not know.
Supposing you do not vote for a minister can he continue to be a minister?
We do not know.
If you do not know, why should you vote?
The poltce will harass us if we do not.
Then in what box will you cast your vote?
As the officials want us.

It seemed useless after this to ask any further questions about
the value and the proper exercise of the vote. 8
The illiteracy of the Indian electorate made it necessary to assign separate symbols to the different candidates and parties taking part in the electiona which interfers with the democratic process.
It ia a pity that instead of popularizing in the main, candidates and programs, we have to, owing to 8 high degree of
Illiteracy in the country resort to the device of symbols in
order to enable the electorate to choose the men or the party
they like. It is a device to meet this hindrance of ignorance
even though political education suffers in the process. There
is no other and more suitable remedy for this widespread ignorance that we can think of at the moment. The symbols are Ukely
to stay with us till we attain full literacy.9
8

Vigil (Calcutta), February 9, 1952, p. 5.

9Sadiqali, ~ Survey--The General Elections 1957, p. 90.
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This system of assigning symbols to candidates as

8

means whereby the il.

literate voter could identify his chotce was not fully understood by many electors.

Many inexperienced voters in the rural areas were confused when they

arrived inside the polling booths, because they had expected to offer their
ballot to a living animal, or to whatever symbol they had chosen.

From all

reports election campaigns had been waged in such a way as to make these expectations altogether not unreasonable.
to the rural voters with a program.

Few candidates seem to have appealed

Rather their efforts reportedly were con-

centrated on attempts to popularize their symbol.

They had organized parades

of "bullocka," or had ridden from village to village on a "camel" or "elephant"
or in a cart.

One parade was described which had been led by a camel with

placards reading "Vote for Me" around its neck.

Another candidate whose sym-

bol was the lion was not to be outdone. and displayed a caged lion as part of
his campaign.

In consequence some voters brought grass to the polls to feed

the bullocks.

One woman put a rupee in the congress box because she thought

that the bullocks were hungry; another asked to pat the nose of the camel to
whom ahe was giving her vote.

Some WOmeD voters, finding

QO

bullocks within

the booth kept their ballots on the backs of the first cow or bullock they met
on their return home.

A man whose Intention was to vote for the tree, climbed

the tree beside his polling booth and placed his ballot on the topmost branch.
Some voters brought with them petitions for food and money.

The illiterates do

not know how to mark a ballot and consequently a good number of votes become
Invalid in the electioDs.

In 1957 elections in Kera1a about 62,300 votes were

declared invaltd owing to defective marking.

During the recent elections one

old woman travelled fifteen miles {n a bullock cart to cast her vote for Gandhi.
\~en

somebody told her at the booth that Gandhi was dead long ago, she was dis-

S6
appointed and she refused to cast her vote.

The foregoing episodes are but an

extreme sample of the election panorama which the Indian press presented to Its
readers during elections in Indla. tO One fact, however, must be noted. The
fact that India has already conducted three times the largest democratiC electiona in the world in a peaceful manner, confounded all those sceptics who
thought the introduction of adult franchise was too risky an experiment In this
country.

It would seem, however, after fifteen years experience with Indian

democracy, that the Indian masses have not yet developed enough to partiCipate
intelligently In the democratiC processes.
In England, United States of America, and all other democratic countries
franchise was introduced step by step.

But In countries like India and Africa

where the universial luffrange has been introduced all of a sudden, there is
always the danger of exploitation by the demagogues of Illiteracy and IgnoraDce of the masses, and their precious voUng power may turn out to be the Inst"",rment of their slavery.

In countries of South East Asia where the Uteracy

rate is v.ry low the Communist propaganda is very virulent promlsing easy solutions to all their chroniC problems snd the poor illiterate people become an
easy prey to the Communist party.It
a kind of anomie.

The illiterate end poor masses experience

Without the guidance of a sound education, they are lost as

to the course they should take to better their lot.

Besides, all these coun-

tries were under the domination of colonial powers for centuries and so they

lOMargaret W. Fisher, Joan V. 80ndurant, Tbe Indian !Xnrience with Democratic Elections (California, University of California, 195 ,PP. 52:62.---llCora Dubois, SOCial Forces in South East ~ta (Minneapolis: University
of Minnesota Press, 1444), H&dley Eantrtl, !§! Po tics 2! Oesealr (New Yorks
Basic Books, 1958).
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very often identify western democracy with capitalistic domination to which the
Communists attribute the misery in these countries.
The experience in democracy in the state of Kerala also brings into focus
the tendency of the Illiterate to prefer the leftist and socialist parties In
the elections.

Just before the 1957 General Electionstl;e Indian Institute of

Public Opinion conducted a pre-election opinion poll all throughout India.

The

results showed that more than 50 per cent of the illiterates preferred the
Communist and leftist socialist parties.

The results of the opinion poll

taken In Kerala and Andhrs, the two leading strong holds of COtmlUnists in India
were as follows:12

TABLE VIII
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL AND PARTY PREFERENCE

Education
Level

C011I11Unist
Preference
In Karala, Andhra

Rest of
India

SociaUst
Preference

IlUterate

52'%.

43t

3lt

Under-Matriculate

3en

37'%.

437:,

9t

ao'%.

26'%.
100

Mstriculate--Plus

lOO

ioo

The election results in 1957 and 1960 also confirm the findings of the
opinion poll.

The Communist party scored majority of their seats in the Mala-

bar area where the literacy rate is lowest.

Palaghat District which has the

12The ;igures have been computed from tables presented in t~e Indian Institute of Public Opinion, Monthly Public Opinion sune,s, Vol. 2, Nos. 4, 5,
6, and 7 (Combined Issue) New Delhi, January-April, 195, pp. 9.. 16.
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lowest literacy rate of 34 per cent voted 12 Communists to power in the 1957
elections and 10 Communists In 1960 out of 15 seats. 13
The results of the opinion poll cited above seem to support the proposltion that Communist appeal should be substantially for the lower and uneducated
strata where the party is powerful, and for the relatively higher and better
educated where the influence of the party is weak.

Where the Indian Communist

Party is small, its support like that of the small and moderate socialist parties, comes from relatively well-to-do and better educated strata.
shifts sharnly in Kerala and Andhra where the Communists are strong.

The picture
The mid-

dIe class provides only 7 per cent of the Communist support there, with the
working class support of 14 per cent. 14 Educational differences among party
supporters show a similar pattern.

The lower strata and illiterate masses will

always choose the less complex alternative.

In England, the United States of

America, Sweden, Norway and developed countries where the Communist party is
~-"ll

and weak, it cannot hold out the promise of immediate changes in the sit-

uation of the most deprived.

Rather such extremist parties present the fairly

complex Intellectual argument that In the long run they will be strengthened
by

tend~nei~s

tnherent in the social and economiC system.

For the poor worker,

support of the Swedish social democrats, the British Labor Party, or the Democratic Party is a simpler and more easily understood way of securing redress
of grievances or improvement of social conditions than supporting sn electorally insignificant Communist Party.

13Governme~t of Kerala, General Elections ~ Kers1a ~ (Trivandrum, 1960 ;
Census of Kersl., 1961, p. 9.

14See Table VI of this thesis.
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If litera cy helps the development of a health y democracy and
checks extremi st tende ncle. , how can one expla in the curio us exper ience
of votin g the
Communists into power in Keral a which has the highe st litera cy
rate in India?
the two General Elect ions held since the formation of the state
of Karal a
the Communist Party were able to secur e a large perce ntage of
votes polle d
whereas on an all India basis the influe nce of this party was
much less. "KerIn

ala had become the first state in India to elect a Communist
government. It
might have been expected that Keral a, the best educated and most
Chris tian of
the India n state s, would have been the last to elect a Communist
government to
powere ntS Or again , "It was something of

8

paradox that the demo cratic exper -

iment should run into diffi culti es in the most litera te and polit
icall y consciou s State of Indla. ,,16 To under stand thu appar ent incon
sisten cy, one has
to probe more deepl y into the situa tion in Keral s. First of
all it should be
noted that even "the highe st litera cy rate" of Keral a which Is
at prese nt 46.22
Is comp arativ ely low when compared to the litera cy rate of other
stabl e democratl c count ries of the world . Besid es, litera cy is estim ated
on the basis of
onefs abiU ty to read and write .

The fact that one can reed and write does not

make one reall y educa ted.

Of the litera tes in Kerala about 20.68 per cent
(2,802 ,996) are stude nts who are below votin g age. 17

Another impor tsnt facto r which Is often lost sight of by many
autho rs who
write on Communism in South east Asia Is the fact that in all
these under devel oped areas of the world there is a cadre of nativ e intel lectu
als among whom
lSFred Schwarz, You Can Trust the Communists (New Jerse yt Prent
ice-H all,
Inc., 1962) , p. 175. --- ----16Sad lqall, A Survey--The _Gen~e_r_8~1 Eleet ions 19S7, p. 11.
17" ...._ .."'"hha n ThA R.d T"' ....... lud .. 4", w...... t.. "" QA

-
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Communism exerts great influence.

The force of Communist appeal on the educat-

ed natives is an outcome of their experience under the colonial powers.
were very often barred from responsible and high offices.
following passages from Morris Watnlck,

They

In this context the

!2! App!al 2f Communism

~

Underdevelo-

ped Areas, seem to be pertinent.
The appeal of Communism as such in these areas Is first and
foremost an appeal which finds lodgement with indigenous professional and Intellectual groups ••• lt Is they who spearhead
the propaganda drive, organize unions, youth groups and other
organtzations. and plan tactics of their parties, etc ••• The
new intelligentl. was In large measure consigned by imperial
.ystem to hover uneasily between a native SOCial base which
could not find accommodation for its skills and ambitions,
and the superimposed imperial structure which reserved the
best places for .11en•••• The picture was one of a rootless
intellectual proletariat possessing no real economic base in
an independent native middle cla.s. The tendency in all these
area. ha. been to train bachelors of arts, lawyers, and other
professional workers in numbers far out of proportion to the
absorptive capacity of the social .tructure. of home areas.
Thos. who did find such employment were frozen In minor
posts. the mo.t coveted post. going to Europeans.lS
SuffiCient empirical material exists to support the conclusion that the
Communist parties in Asia today, as in the 1920's are the creation of native
intellectuals.

Since 1940, they have, of course, greatly expanded their mass

following and membership, but their leadership is still drawn overwhelmingly
from the intelligentia.

In the case of China, this elite character of Commu-

nist party leadership was expressly recognSzed by Mao Tee-tung In 1917. 19 The
entire history of the party from Its founding by Li Ta-chao and Ch-en Tu-hsu to
Mao Tse-tung and LSu Shao-shi is virtually an unbroken record of a party con18

Morrl. Watnick. Economic Devel0f:jnt and Cultural Chana! (Chicaso' University of Chicago Pres., r9~2), pp. ! -36. --19Mao tse-tung, The Chinese Revolution and the Communist Party
(New York: Undated translation), pp. 13.14. ------

2! China
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trolled by intellectuals. 20

India illustrates the same trend.

M. N. Roy, a

high caste Brahmin of considerable intellectual achievements, was one of the
first Communist leaders in India.

Also indicative of the predominance of in-

tellectuals in the leadership of the Indian Communist party is the fact that
at its first AII.Indian Congress in 1943, eighty-six of a total attendance of
139 delegates were members of professional and intellectual groups.21

And In

the post-war period, the leading position of this social group in the affairs
of the Indian Communist Party finds expression in men like Joshi. Ranadeve,
A. K. Gopalan, snd E.:!.S. Nampooripad.

The same pattern holds good for the
22
Communi8t parties in all the countries of South Asia.
As a result of their Western education many of them were exposed to the
various schools of social thought contending for influence in Europe, and from
this they adopted the lessons which seemed to offer the best hope for the nativa communities.

Western Capitalism was necessarily excluded from their range

of choices because of its aSSOCiation with imperialist rule over their own societies.

The anti-capitalist sentiment is quite strong among the intellectual

spokesman of these areas irrespective of their political allegiance or organlzation.
20

The economic doctrines of Gandhi because of tts insistence on a static

Political Affairs, Bombay, June 13, 1943.

21people'. ~ (Organ of the C.P.I.), Bombay: June 13, 1943.
22Morris Watnick, Economic DeveloP!!Bt ~ Cultural Change, p. 657; See
biographic data in V. Thompson and R. Adloff, The Left Wins in South East Asla
(New York: 1950', pp. 231-286; Also, M. R. Mas;nr,-urhe Commu-nlst Parey-Tn---India,·' In PacifiC Affairs, Narch 1951, pp. 31-33.
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subsistence economy £ails to win any considerable

foll~~tng.

On the other hand

the success of Marxist-Leninist experiment in Russia and in China captivated
their attention.

Moreover some intellectuals who were dissatisfied with the

prevailing social set-up in India with Its crude forms of caste distinctions
and discriminatory practices saw In Communism a

p~rfal

Instrument of social

change and an effective remedy for the social Ills of the Indian society.

Be-

sides, from the beginning the Communists began identifying themselves with the
nationalist movements in the .. colonial countries of Asia and they were manipulatlng the discontent in these areas to their favor.

So, Kerala being the

most educated part of India. the Communists from the start succeeded in winning
the confidence of some of the educated citiZens of this state.
Kerala Communists operated as Congress Socialists.

Initially the

They were to shed their

cloak only in 1940fOiloving the breakdown of the united front of the Congress
Socialists and the Communists.

From that time on the Communists began to come

to the open as Marxist-Leninists.

Some of the lawyers and professional people

were drawn into the Communiat leadership of the party in Kerala. 23 Mr. A. K.
Gopa1an, the present Communist party leader in the Indian

Parliamen~and

!. M.

S. Namburipad, the former Communist Prime Minister of Kerala, and the present
Secretary of the Indian Communist party, as well as a number of Communist AIIIndia leaders are from this state.
UnemplOyment

~

S2! Educateds Another factor accounting for the inconsis-

tency in Kerala is the unemployment of the educated which constitutes a serious

238• M. S. Nambudripad, The National guestlorl in Kerala (Bombay: People-.
Publishing House, 1952), pp. l48-I~O; Frank Moraes,-rndta Today, p. 113.
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and menacing situation.

According to e study undertaken by the Manpower 01-

vision of the Directorate of Employment Exchanges, Ministry of tabor and Employment, of the pattern of unemployment among the graduates as of May 1S, 19S7
the highest incidence of unemployment among the graduates was found in Kerals.
About 93 per cent of the unemployed graduates seeking employment were men and
about 7 per cent women.

Of the unemployed graduates 48.5 per cent were B.A.s,

22.7 per cent B.Sc.a. 12.8 per cent B.Com.s. 24 This in itself signifies little
since state statistics on unemployment are by no means precise and cover only
the urban unemployed.
The

Moreover, not all the unemployed register themselves.

educated unemployed is a discontented person..

He is VOCiferous, he wields

influence, and he nurtures in himself a sense of personal injury If the grievances continue for long and the numbers involved are large, as is the case In
Kerala.

The situation ia decidedly explosive and disquieting and represents a

threat to the security and stability of the state.

The unemployment of persons

belonging to this category is dangerous since they are not "dumb driven cattle,
but intelligent people, who will not accept this deplorable situation as inev.
itable.

The seriousness of the situation can be viewed from another angle.

Even If the educated were to remain quiet, the scheme of things responsible for
such a state of affairs deserves condemnation.

It involves the wastage of what

Is best in society amounting to a national 108s.

The discontent among the educated unemployed can easily be understood.

It

is with great hardships that most of the youngsters go through their high schoo
and college education dreaming of a bright future.

Their family often sacrlfl-

ces even the barest needs in life for the sake of their education.

When he get

24Covernment of India, Indla 1960 (New Deihl: Government of India Press,
1960), pp. 18S-189; Frank "loraes, p:-iOS.
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out of school or college, he finds all his dreams shattered.

After

8

long

period of job hunting, he experiences a kind of frustratlon In life and begins
to feel dissatisfied with the SOCial system responsible for his plight.
are thousands of such educated unemployed like him in Kerala.

There

These young

people, in a feeUng of desperation and disillusionment, tunl to Communist
ideology as an instrument of quick social change.
associated with Communist activitIes.

J

Some of these people become

The Communists take good advantage of

them, utilizing their literary, MUsical, and histrionic talents for the benefit
of their party.

They are encouraged and sponsored by the party to write short

st.ories, novels, dramas, poems extolling the glories of Communism and downgrading Capitalism. 25 The Communist party organized for the first time cultural groups, and recreation centres, and youth festivals where many of these discontented youngsters assemble together.
Again the comparative high literacy of Karale makes it possible for the
Communists to carryon a virulent and effective propaganda campaign through
radiO, press, and other means of communIcation.
Communist newspapers pubUshed in Kerda.

There are at present five

Compared to the other papers the

subscription price for the Communist papers are very low. 26
get wider circulation among the poor literates of the state.

Consequently they
Besides, many

books and magazines are pubUshed by the Commun:f.sts and they have opened book..
stalls and libraries throughout the state.

People eager to learn are attracted

25

Rohit Dave, The Communist Cultural Front, Indian Congress for Cultural
Freedom, Msrch 1951;-;. 21; Times of India, June 13, 1957, p. 7.
26Manorama Yearbook (Kottayam, 1960), pp. 234.264.
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to these place s of indoc trinat ion.

Also the Kersl a Communists ha.ve recru ited

influ entia l regio nal litera ry figur es to ident ify the party
with local aspir a27
tions ,
Not only among the educa ted unemployed Dut even among the
stude nts the
Communists carry on a stron g propoganda. They have organ ized
Communist Stude nt
Feder ations in most of the schoo ls and colle ges. As in Latin
!~rlcan count rle
Keral s had exper ience d wide unres t and stude nt strike s du>cin
g the past fiftee n
years under the inspi ration of the Communists. ,!1;"y realiz
ed that the sures t
way to lay the found ation for Communist dicta torsh ip mld regim
entati on Is
throug h captu re of the futur e gener ation , There fore, the
polic y and programs
pursu ed by the party were to focus and firml y hitch the atten
tion of unsus pectlng innoc ents to high sound ing sloga ns of reform and progr
ess and under cover
of it hurri edly reorg anize educa tion acade mical ly, organ iZatio
nally , and ad.
minis trativ ely in confo rmity with Communist objec tives . Thus
the ambit ion,
high ideal s, and enthu siasm of the stude nts were explo ited
for polit ical motives .
Educa tion by itsel f canno t effec t demo cratic prefe rence is
also evide nt
from the fact that in Keral a 8 good number of teach ers and
other employed persons are dissa tisfie d with the Congress government and were
to an exten t aympathe tic towar ds the Communists. The disco ntent was great
est among the prima ry
and secon dary schoo l teach ers. The main reaso n for their
disco ntent was their
pitifu lly low salar ies.
27

The prima ry schoo l teach ers were receiv ing an initi al

Free Press Journ al, Janua ry 16, 1953, p. 3;

Cro8sro~ August 2, 1953, p. 10.

~

Ase, June 7, 1953, p. 11;
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pay of five or six dollars a month two decades ago.

Even now after several pay

increases, a primary school teacher's salary scale is only Rs. 40-120 ($9_26)~8
The condition of teachers in private schools was worse; the salary was lower
they did not have any security of tenure.

The manager of the school could re-

lieve one teacher of his position under any pretext.
discontent among the teachers the Communists began

Fully consciOUS of the

organl~lng

teachers Into

Communist Federations promising them substantial pay increases and securtty of
tenure once they come into power.

Besides, both in the Assembly and in publiC,

they were clamouring for justice to the teachers.

Special programs were pro-

posed in their 1957 election manifesto for the welfare of the teachers and low
government officers.

Just after the Communists took charge of the government.

they introduced in the Assembly the controversial Education Bill which brought
about the downfall of their ministry.

The Bill was deliberately devised In

such a way as to alienate the teachers from the management and to bring the
whole education under the firm grip of their government. 29
Another factor which brought about the Inconsistency is the failure of the
educational system in Kerala to prepare a person for life.

The educational

system in India, a legacy of the colonial rule, was divorced from the realities
of life with which the student must grapple.

Every year a good number of grad-

uates come Out of the colleges for whom there Is no proportionate demand.
28
Government of Kerala, Towards

~

If

Better Educational System, 1959, p. 23.

29 Frank Morae., Ind'i I1ai' pp. 131-133; Kalnlkkara Padmanabhan,
Interlude !! Keral., pp. 3 - 3 •

!!!!.!.!!
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the young man or woman is unable to get a job of teaching or as a clerk, he or
she is unemployed after completing the college studies.

There are very few

alternative openings which hold out the prospect of a living wage, not to speak
of a respectable living.

Most of the schools and colleges handle only the art

subjects; science and technologicsl fields are often neglected. 30

After In-

dependence though tbere ts a conscious effort to correct this dlficlency, the
stluation still remains far from satisfactory.
In this connection I t may also be pointed out that there Is a growing reaentment among the educated against the Congress leaders In the Centre, who are
mostly from North India.

One of the reasons for their reaentment is that major

the major portion of the job opportunities In the Central Government are being
monopolized by people from the North.

It is alleged that the Hindu speaking

leaders of the North are trying to dominate over the non.Hindu .peaking people
of the South.

The Central government Is accused of deliberately neglecting the

South in Its developmental programs.

Outcries against "ImperiaUsm of the

North" can be heard from practically all state legislatures of South India.
This resentment against the Congress leadership and alleged domination of the
North Is cleverly exploited by the Communists to topple the Congress governments.

The greater Influence of the Communist party in the non-Hindu speaking

areas of the South, namely, Andhra, Kerala, and Madras may be partially explain
ed by this oppostlon to the North Indian Congreas leaders. 31
30
Government of Kerals, Proaress of Education in Karals (Trivandrum: Gov;;;';;;';;;,0;,,;;;';;;;"';;;' _
_
ernment Pres., 1961), p. 13; Humayun K8hlr, ......
Education
in _
Indta
(New York: Harpe
Or Bros.t 1957).
llGene D. Overstreet and Marshall Windmiller, Communism in India (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1958), pp. 308.320.
--

CHAPTER V
RELIGION AND POLITICAL PREFERENCe
In the previous chapters an attempt has been made to show the influence of
socio-economic status and education on the electoral choice of the voters in
Kerala.

On

the basis of the analysis it has been established that more voters

of the lower socio-economic and lower educational levels tend to prefer extremist parties than those of the higher soclo-eeonomic and educstional status.
Data available on the international elections also seem to confirm this tendency.l

In this chapter it is our purpose to investigate the relationship between

religion and political preference of the voters in Kerala.

Religion like all

other social institutions exerts an influence on the interactional processes of
the people In a society.

Mere perusal of history convinces one of this impact

of religion on society.

But our specific concern here Is to assess the influ-

ence of religious affiliation

0 ..

the political

preferenc~

of the voters in Ker-

ala.
The American studies on voting conducted in Erie County, OhiO, in Elmira
County, New York, and in Santa Clara County, San Francisco have shown that a
pattern of political preference could be noticed along religious affiliation of
the voters. 2 A sizable majority of the Protestants in the sample voted for the
Republican party and a sizable majority of the Catholics voted for the Oemocratic party.

This finding is highlighted by the fact that In all the major cltie

.......

lSeymour Martin Lipset, Political Man, pp. 61-68 •
2paul Lazarsfeld, Bernard Berelson, and Hazel Gaudet, People's Chotce
(New York, 1948); Bernard Bare18on, Lazar.feld, and William McPhee, Voting
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1954).
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where Catholics are the majority, Democratic candidates are generally returned
to the various legislative and administrative bodies where as rural constituencies with a Protestant majority generally return Republican candidates.)

An

analysis of opinion polls and election results of democracies of Europe and
Latin America also reveals a pattern of party alligment along religious lines. 4
Religious ComP2s1tion

2!

Kerals:

There are three main religions in Kerals

namely, Hinduism, Christianity, and Islam.

Of the 16.8 million people of Ker-

ala, about 53 per cent are Hindus, 25 per cent Christians, and 19.9 per cent
Musl1ms.

The picture is quite different on the Al1-India scene where 85 per

cent of the people are Hindus, 9.9 per cent are Muslims, 2.3 per cent are
Christians, and the rest belong to other religions. S

!h! Hindus: Of the Hindus in Kerala about 25.2 per cent belong to the
Nair caste, 44.4 per cent belong to the Ezhava caste, 20.4 per cent are Scheduled Castes, and the remaining 10 per cent belong to the Brahmin and Kshstrya
castes. 6 Before India got independence, the Nair and other high caste Hindus
had a privileged position in the independent princely states of Travancore and
Cochin under the Maharajas.

The Ezhavas and the Scheduled Castes Hindus who

belong to the lower castes were engaged in menial tasks for the high caste
3

Oscar Glantz, Itprotestant and CathoUc Voting Behaviour," Public Opinion
Quarterly, 23 (1959), pp. 73-82.
4

Seymour Martin Lipset. Political Man, pp. 242-248.

5Government of India, India 1960 (New Delhi: Government of India Press,
1960), p. 43; Frank Moraes, india Today. p. 105.
6J. Singh, "Communism in Kerds," Poll tical Quarterly, 31 (April 1960),

p. 191.
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Hindus and Christians.
ciety.

They were relegated to

8

lower social position In so-

But with independence and the Introduction of universal suffrage the

Influence of the Ezhsvas and other lower caste

Hindus who together form 30

per cent of the Kersla population began to be felt.

Due to the power of their

votes they could demand equality and equal opportunity with the high caste
Hindus.

Even before independence, foreseeing the potential power of these two

communities the Communists began to work among them organiZing Communist cells
and trade unions and promising them equality with other high caste Hindus.

It

Is but natural that they listened to them being age-old victims of SOCial Injustice and exploitation at the hands of the high caste Hindus in the name of
1
religion.
Hinduism because of its rigid caste structure and discriminatory
practices did not appeal to the'l) though they were for ages nominal Hindus.

Be-

fore Independence being afraid of reprisal from their high caste Hindu masters,
Ezhavas and the Scheduled csste Hindus had no other alternative but to accept
their deplorable condition.
The high Caste Hindus as was pointed out above had a privileged position
before the independence under the Hindu

Mahsrajas~

The majority of them were

land owners and they monopolized all governmental jobs.
ocrecy drastic changes occured.

But with dawn of dem-

MajerajaB disappeared from the political hor-

Izon and government jobs began to be given to the other communities.
quently more members of the high caste Hindus became unemployed.

Conse-

Besides the

jOint family system with its Marumakkathayam struck a heavy blow on their financial status. 8 This detertoratlng economic situation produced
7B• R. Ambedkar,

!h! Untouchables

8

kind of

(Delhi: Amrit Book Co., 1948).

8K• M. Panlcker. Hindu Soctety !! Cross Roads (Bombay, 1955).
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frustration among the younger members of their community.

Unlike with the

older generations, Hinduism seems to be losing its hold on the younger generation.

Hinduism is quite amorphous in its teachings and practices.

It has no

rigid doctrines, no hierarchical authority to enforce Its doctrines. Hindu religion embraces all shades of doctrine and philosophy including even atheistic
forms of thought.
Hinduism is impossible to define in a terse and neat statement,
for it comprehends a way of life, rather than a narrow, church
going creed and affects mants social status. his marriage. the
very food he eats, the friends It,cl;,ng whom he can mingle, and
the occupation he follows. Hinduism has no canon, no precise
doctrine, and it has room for the most primitive idol worshippers and at the same time for the believers In the most profound philosophy of monothels~. There are literally thousands
of deities worshipped in India. One worships what or whom one
ple.ues. 9
The rising tide of industrialization, urbanization, and growing contact
with the Western culture challenge Tlore than ever the claims of Hindu way of
life.

;~atever

might have been its hold on the

~eople

of India in the past,

in the present democratic set up in India >';indulsm seems to be becoming more
and more dysfunctional and lOSing its hold on the youth.

While slipping away

from the hold of Hinduism, many of these Hindl.t youths. finding no other ideals
to leah on are drawn closer to the Communists.

!h! Muslims:

According to

8

recent survey report published by the Kerala

}fusl1m Jamaath Federetion there are more than 3.3 million Muslims in Kerels
which represents 19.9 per cent of the total population. tO
concentrated in the big cities throughout KerAla.

9

T. Walter Wdlb8Ilk, India

~~~~

They are mostly

Of the 29 municipalities in

(New York, 1958) p. 25.

lOSurvey Report of Kerals Jamsath Muslim Federation, May 20, 1961.
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in Kerala. 14 have more than 20 per cent Muslim population.

The largest con-

centration of Muslim population is In the Kozhlkode and Palghat districts in
the northern part of the state.

Some of the Muslims are of foreign origin

originally coming from Afghanistan.

The bulk of the present day Muslims are,

however. descendants of Hindus who accepted Islam either to escape low caste
status or to escape death under the hands of the Muslim emperors.
Like Hinduism, Islam also is more than a religion; It is a way of life,
a veritable culture all Its

OWD.

Unlike the former. it believes in the funda-

mental equality of men and repudiates any notion of caste.

Islam Is Iconoela.-

tiC, and idol amashlng faith in contrast to the polytheism of Hinduism with its
variegated array of deities.
especislly the cow.

Muslims rejected child marriage, and eat meat,

Because of the exclUSiveness of the caste system of the

Hindus, there could be no contact between these two communities and intermarriage was out of the question.

During the 7S years before Independence, dif.

ferences between Hindus and Muslims took the form of open rivalries and communal riots.

The rivalries between these two religious communities led to the

partition of India and bitter massacres and riots following the partition. tt
This religious animosity is still evident in the strained relations between
India and Pakistan.

After the partition of India, the Muslims who remslned in

India identified themselves with the rest of the population and a vast majority
of them joined the existing political parties.

But mOst of the Muslims in Ker-

ala refused to go along with them and formed a political party on a religious

11K• M. Panicker, Common Sense About India (New Yorks Macmillan, 1960),
p. 82.85; Amaury De Riencourt, The Soul of India (New York: Harper & Bros.,
1960), p. 343.
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basis known as the Keral a Muslim League party .
or Socia list or Communist party .

Some other s joine d the Congress

The influe nce of the Muslim League 18 very

stron g in Kozhikode and Palgh at distr icts where the Muslims
vote mostl y along
religi ous lines as will be shown later . According to the repor
t mentioned
above the Muslim community is on the whole econo mical ly backw
ard and their
litera cy rate is only 23.2 per cent where as the litera cy rate
for the whole
state i8 46.2 per cent.

Among the Muslim youth about three hundred and fifty

thousand are unemployed and there seems to be a great and growi
ng disco ntent
among the MusU . youth . 12

!h! Chris tians : Chris tianit y is a powerful socia l force in Keral a. The
Chris tians form almos t 25 per cent of the total popul ation .

Of these 64 per

Cent belong to the Catho lic Church and the remai ning 36 per
cent belon g to
Jacob ite, Marth omite . and Prote stant churc hes. According to
well estab lished
tradi tion Chris tianit y existe d in Keral a from the first centu
ry.13 St. Thomas,
the Apos tle, came to Keral a in 52 A.D. and throu gh his missi
onary activ ities
many Hindus became Chris tiana .

In addit ion many Chris tian immigrants came

from Syria in the fourt h centu ry to esca.pe from perse cutio n.

In the fiftee nth

and sixte enth centu ries many Portu guese missi onari es arrive d
in Keral a and
throu gh their effor ts, espeC ially that of St. Franc is Xavie
r, many more Hindus
were conve rted to Chris tianit y. At prese nt there are 17 Catho
liC dioce se belongin g to the Syria c and Latin Rites . l4 The major ity of Catho
liCS in Keral a
12
Survey Report publis hed by the Keral a Jama8th Muslim Feder ation
, May 20,
1961.

13Samue1 Matha i, "St. Thomas Chris tians of India ," March
1955) , pp. 17.22 ; K. E. Job, Chris tianit y lJ!..Kerala (Nsla yalamof India (Jt;ne
).

11.

14r. Pothakamury, "Church in Red Keral a," America, August 29,
19.59. pp. 10.
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live in Kottayam and Ernakulam districts.
From the very beginning Christians took an active and leading part in promoting education in Kerala.

Attached to every diocese several schools and col.

leges were started where children of all castes and creeds were given educetion.

At present more than 2,000 achools and 29 colleges in the state are
owned and conducted by the Christian,. 15 Compared to other communities,
Christians are more literate and forward looking_
and agriculture.

They are successful in trade

The relative prosperity of the Christians and growing influ-

ence in educational and political fields aroused envy and suspicion of the HindUB and they have tried to keep the Christians from wielding poSitions of im"
portance in the government.

This attempt on the part of the Hindus often led

to communal ill feeling and rivalries between the two communities. 16

Of the political parttes in Kerals, only the Congress party could win the
confidence of the Christians.

The Communist party being anti-religious and

atheistiC was outside of their choice.

The SOCialist party because of its

position concerning nationalization and their willingness to make polittcal
alliance with the Communists, was looked upon with suspicion by the Christians.
In the absence of any other acceptable party the Christians gave their support

to the Congress in spite of their displeasure with some of its policies.
Christians were the main supporters of the Congress since 1948. 17

15Hormic~C.D., Kerala turning!!! (Calicut: Amala Printing Works, 1958)
p. 40.
16Frank Moraes, India Toda1, pp. 106-108.
17
Margaret W. Fisher and Joan V. Bondurant,
DemocratiC Elections, pp. 65-66.
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The Catho lic Hiera rchy made every effor t to direc t the Catho
lic popul ation not to vlte for the Communists. Before the elect ions
the Catho lic Bishop
of Keral a issued jOint Pasto ral Lette rs to adminish their Catho
lics not to vote
for the Communists in the name of religi on and mora lity.I 8

This appar ent In-

terfer ence of the Catho lic Hiera.rchy stirre d stron g prote sts
from the Communiats and Socia list parti es. Elect ion suits were even filed
befor e the Election Tribu nal to inval idate certa in elect ion resul ts on the
plea that the
Catho lic Church exert ed undue press ure on the voter s.
The vast majo rity of the Chris tians in Karal a are desce ndant
s of high
caste Hindus who became Chris tians many years ago. Some other
s are desce ndants of Syria n and Portu guese immig rants. The above two group
s of Chris tians
consi der thems elves as "old Chris tians ." They find easy accep
tance even among
high caste Hindus. But there are at prese nt in Keral a more
than a hundred
thousand Chris tians who were conve rted from the low caste Ezhav
as, Pulay as, and
Paray as. Though offic ially the Church is again st any socia
l discr imina tion,
these low caste conve rts to the Chris tian faith are consi dered
by the so calle d
"Old Chris tians" as "New Chris tians" and are given only a secon
d class posit ion
tn the Chris tian community. Most of them are poor. tllite rate,
and engage In
menia l jobs. The Communist party was quick to explo tt this
situa tion to win
them over to their side.

So, being dissa tisfie d with the discri minat ory treat -

ment they receiv e from so ca1le d "Old Chris tians" a number
of them try to shed
laJoi nt Pasto ral Lette r of the Catho lic Bishops In Keral a,"
Janua ry 1957.
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their social stigma .::md dhabi 11 ty by joining the Communist party and voting
for them in the elections.
h~s

On

the basis of 8nolY5is of election

re~ults

it

been estimated that more than 50 per cent of them voted for the Communists

in 1957.
Communists consider the Church as their number one enemy in Kerala and
it is their deliberate endeavour to discredit and destroy her. 19 They try to
picture the Church as an agent of capitalists and imperialists and throu?,h
propaganda whip up anti-clerical feelings among the Christians.
succeeded to a certain extent.

And they have

The Church on account of Its apparent authori-

tarianism has created certain amount of discontent among some of its members.
In earlier days the parish priest was the most educated man In the parish and
the people accepted his leadership without question.
Kerata is quite different.

But now the situation in

A good number of the laity are more educated than

the priests and they resent being "dictated to" by the clergy.

The failure on

the part of some of the clergy to r.lake timely attitudinal changes in their
approach to the laity has alienated even some of the educated Christians.

Un-

fortunately, the Church In Kerala gave the Impression of being an instrument of
retaining the status quo.

The failure of some of the clergy to advocate social

reforms and soctal justice unfortunately gave the impression that the Church
was favouring the rlch. 20
With the opening of factories. many of the CatholiCS, espeCially of the
lower economic status. went to the factories for work.
19

Padmanabhan,

!!a Interlude 1a Kerala,

The priests did not

pp. 134. 176-178.

20 aorm ice. C.D., Kerala turning!!! (Callcutf Amals Printing Works, 1958)
p. 3.
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take sufficient care for their well-being.

Meanwhile the Communists organized

trade unions in the factories which some of these Christian workers were
obliged to join to better their working conditions.

At the time of elections,

therefore, the Communists could exert great influence among these workers.
Lack of unIty among the different Christian denominations made it difficult for
them to make any coordinated and effective opposition to Communist propaganda.
In spite of these weaknesses, the Church wields a strong hold over the Christian ccmmunity as a whole as was manifested during the "Liberation Struggle"

against the Communist government which led to the fall of their government.

21

The following analysis of 1957 and 1960 elections also will bring out this
fact.
"No single event in the General Elections of India in 1957 aroused so
much public interest in India and abroad as the electoral victory of the Communist party In Kerala."22

So, naturally many political scientists were inter-

ested In making a study of the situation in Karala; such a study was conducted
by Dr. J. Singh, a member of the research staff of the Indian Institute of
Public Administration.

He spent some time in Kerala and made a detailed re-

search of the political situation there.

A

summary of his research was pub-

lished in the Political Quarterly of April 1960, pp. 185.202.
er Victor, C.

0.,

Similarly, Fath-

professor of Social Science at Alwaye Major Seminary and

Director of Catholic Social Conference, made an analysis of the election results at the request of the Institute of SOCial Order, Poona.

Many other

2113• N. Schoenfeld, "Kerala Crlsis," Pacific Affairs, 32 (September, 1959)
pp. 235-248.
22Sadlq All, ~ Survex.-General Elections

!!!r.

p. 92.
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similar studies heve been conducted by both Indians and foreigners.

23

On the

basis of their analysis of the elections, one of the conclusions reached seems
to be the fact that the

Co~~ist

victory in 1957 was due to the sizable alec-

torel support they received from the Ilndus, especially the Hindu-Ezhavas and
Hindu-Scheduled castes.

The breakdown of votes casted in favour of the Commu-

ntat party reveals the following approximate figures for the various religious
conmuni ties:

TABLE IX
COMMUNIST SUPPORT AND RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION 24

RELIGIOUS GROUPS

NO. OF

vons

HINOUS
Ezhavas
Depressed Classes
Nairs

1,200,000
250,000
200,000
1,650,000

CHRISTIANS
Non-Catholic Christiane

120,000

Catholics

50,000
170.000

MUSLIMS

150.000

OTHERS

TOTAL

30,000
2,000,000

The above table clearly shows that the success of the Communists in 1957
was due to the vast support on the part of the Hindu voters.

In order to un-

2lE. C. Sarker, "Elections In Kersla," World TodW, 16 (May 1960),pp.212.2

24poUt

19
derstand better the nature of the Communist victory, one must bear in mind the
composition of the people in Kerala.

About 24 per cent of the population con-

sists of Hindu-Ezhavas and 6 per cent of the Hindu-Scheduled Castes, forming
together about 30 per cent of the total population.

"It may be said without

hesitation that these two groups are the main support and bulwark of the Communist party In Kerala."25

Of the votes obtained by the Communist party about

10 per cent or over one million four hundred end fifty thousand votes were
given to them by these two communities.

They voted for the Communist

~

masse,

100 per cent in several constituencies; all the other communities gave the
Communists less than 30 per cent of their votes.

The Hlndu-Nairs in general

supported the P.S.P. or the Congress; but if the Communist candidate happened
to be a Nair, though a professed Communist, because of the communal spirit
which is very strong In Keral •• Nairs will prefer to vote for him rather than
the P.S.P. or the Congress candidate if he happens to be a baptized Christian
26
or member of any other community.
This was not the case of the Ezhavas who
stood strongly behind the Communists.

On the basis of Or. Singh's and Father

Victor'. analysiS, the support given by different religious communities for
Congress Can be broken down as shown below:

25
Adapted from SOCial Action, July 1957, p. 283; Political
1960, p. 191.
26Sellg S. Harrison, pp. 197.198.

~arterly,

April
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TABLE X
RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION AND

CONG~SS

SUPPORT

RELIGIOUS GROUPS

NUMBER OF VOTES

Christians

1,250,000

~1usllms

350,000

Nairs

200,000

Ezhavas

200.000

Scheduled Castes

120,000
Total

2,120,000

The above table indicates the allegie.nce each reUglous group gives to
the two MAjor pol1tical parties in Kerals.

"The main support of the Congress

comes from Christians, and especJally the CatholiCSe,,27
table more than 58 per cent of the

v~tes

According to the

secured by the Congress came from

the Christians and the remaining 42 per cent were obtained from the other religious groups.
Party preference along religious lines can also be seen from the religious
affiliation of party members elected to the 1957 and 1960 Legislative Assembly.
On

the basis of the election results. the religious affiliation of the various

party members elected can be seen In the follOWing tAbles

27J • SIngh. Political Quarterly. p. 191.
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TABLE XI
RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION OF PARTY MEMBERS IN
THE KERALA LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLy28

POLITICAL PA.ilTY

Hindus

Congress
P.s.P.

Christians

1957

1960

1957

1960

21

26

19

21

7

16

2

3

MusUm League
56

Communists

24

3

2

MusUms
1"1 .1960
6

3

1

e

11

1

1

The above table shows that of the 43 Congress members of the Legislative
Assembly in 1957, 19 were Christians elected from constituencies baving a
Christian majority.
the population.

It Is to be noted that Christians form only 2S per cent of

Representing Hindus wbo form 53 per cent of the population

tbere were only 21 Hindus representatives for the Congress.

Of the 60 Commun-

Ist members in the Assembly, S6 were Hindus. 3 Christians. and one

~Nslim.

The

Muslim League had 8 members In 1957 and 11 in 1960 who were elected from the con
stltuencles in Kozikode and Palghat districts with a Muslim majority.

Vast ma-

Jority of Muslim voters. therefore. voted strictly on religious lines.
The Impact of tbe religious affiliation on voting pattern can also be seen
from the results of an interview study made in July, 1961 by three high school
teachers at the request of the present writer.

During that study 53 Christians

and 87 Hindus (Nairs 27, Ezhavas 30. and Scheduled Castes, 30) were interviewed.
2S0ata gathered from published election reports.
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One cf the que,tlona ..ked w•• for which party they had voted In 1957.

The

relutt. of th.t study val .s followss
tABLE XIt
R!tIP'tOUS AfFILtAl'lOH ANn PARTY CHOle!
.1

Percenttl,e of
vot.. for Congress

l!tIGIOUS GROUPS

Percealase of
vote. for Communl.t

TOTAL

Catholic.

100

100

Other Chrlstl ..s

100

100

Hladu Nalrs

76

24

100

Htad" !zhaY.s

43.3

56.7

100

Hlndu.Scheduled Caste.

68.1

:U.3

100

AD analysts of the election results on s dl.trlct b•• !s In the light cf
Its rellglou. composition .hows tbe .... pattern of political preference.la
Kottay __ and ErnAkul .. dSltricts where the Chrl.tlans constitute more tken 55
per cent of the population, deuocrattc candtdate. bad greater IJUce••• than 1n

dtstrlcts when the Rlndu. and Mu.U. . are the maJ0l"lty.

In the an •• where

tben ts .. hen'IY concatratlon of MuIUm••• In some of tbe C01'18tltuenct •• la
KozhUcode snd

1»8' ~".t

district •• the MusUms

s." to

bave voted !!. m!s. tor

tbe Muslim Laasue.!9 the fol1o.tns table ladlcat•• tbe names cf eoa.tltueacl.s
in Kerala vtth a Chriltlan l"laJorlty and the succ•• atut party hl thoa. conaUt-

uencl.. In 1951 and 1n 1960.

29

Sadt~

Alt, P. 34.
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TABLE XIII

CONSTITUENCIES IN KERALA WITH A CHRISTIAN MAJORITY30

NAMES OF THE

PARTY WON

CONSTlTU~NCIES
"

.

,

Meenachll
Kaduthuruthy
Ramamangslom
Moovattupu2!ha
Thodupuzha
Karikode
Poonjar
.: u li yannoor
Palluruthy
Gnuaeka!
Ernakulam
Kothakulangara
Olloor

Congress

"

"
"
"

"

Praja Socialist Party
Congress

"

"
"
fI

"

Rannl

"

Kanjirapally
Puthupally
I<al1ooppara
Ettumanoor

It

"
n

"

From what has been said so far it should
llgion is an

import~~t

be

sufficiently clear that re-

determinant of electoral choice in Kerale.

Of the dif.

ferent religions Christianity seems to exert more influence in electoral choice
of the voters thnn other religions in Kerala.

Next to Christianity, Islam has

greatest impact on political choice of its members.
faced with
and

t~~

Since the Christiens are

parties of which One 1s democratic and the other is totsl!tarian

anti-religious, they are more led by their religious convictions in votL.,

than on the basis of Issues and personalities in the elections.

The study also

reveals that the success of Communists in Kerala was not due to the votes of
Christians but was largely due to the votes of Hindus, especially of HinduE:zhavss.
jOAdapted tram Government of Kerals, General Elections ~ Kersls. 1960.

CHAPTl!R VI

CONCLUSION
Elections based on adult suffrage in a democratic order bring into action
a great number of people and with it all their folly and wisdom, all their
noble urges a8 well as their ignorances and credulities.

If there is indiffer-

ence and dissatisfaction among the people, it becomes evident and its impace is
felt in the working of democracy.

If there are cleavages based on caste, re-

ligion, region, and social class in the country, there is evidence of it in
elections.

To the extent there is political awareness and political idealism

among certain groups of the people it also is brought into the battlefield and
plays its appropriate part In the outcome of the elections.

If there is anger,

resentment, and frustration in regard to any particular issue, the election
offers an adequate outlet.

tt/,l1 fanattctsm--social,communal, caste, territor-

ial, or lingulstlc--are provided with a unique opportunity to expend themselves
in the weeks before the electlons."l

Just as a study of a crisis situation

brings into the open the strength and weaknesses of a community, the elections
also provide the social scientist with an excellent experimental situation to
study the structure and cleavages of a community.
In the foregoing chapters, reviewing the

p~litical

situation in Kerala

through a documentary analysis of the election results and the available relevant literature, an attempt has been made to determine the impact of socioeconomic status, educational level, and religious affiliation on the political
preference of the voters in Keraln.

After a brief survey of the present palit-

I Sadiq Ali, pp. 61-62.
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tca1 situa tion tn Keral a, in the chapt er on "Socio-economic
Statu s and Polit ics
Prefe rence ," it has been shown on the basis of avail able data
that the dep10 rable economic condi tion of vast major ity of voter s was to a
large exten t respons ible for the polit ical insta bility exper ience d in this
state and for the
growing influe nce of the Communist Party .

The Communists were more succe ssful

In const ituen cies and distr icts where the economic situa tion
was the worst .
Furth er it was shown in that chapt er how the caste struc ture
playe d an impor tant
part in their elect oral choic e. The so-ca lled UntOUChable
s, who were till recentl y assign ed to lower socia l pOSit ions at the bottom of
the socia l ladde r
voted large ly for the Communist Party , which promised them
equal ity and equal
oppor tunity with the highe r caste s. With strate gic maneu verlng
s, the Communist.
could transf orm economic despa ir and socia l disco ntent into
a legis lative major ity becau se of the pecul iar caste and religi ous comp lexiti es
of Keral a. 2
In the chapt er on "Educ ation and Polit ical Prefe rence " it was
shown that
illite racy of large aectlo n of voter s makes it easy for the
demogogues to exploit the voter s. The opini on poll condu cted by the India n
Insti tute of Publi c
Opinion imme diatel y befor e the 1957 elect ions in Keral a and
Andhra 3 broug ht out
clear ly the tende ncy of more illite rate voter s to prefe r the
Communists than
4
the litera te voter s.
Later in the chapt er it was shown that the anti-c oloni al
2
Selig S. Harri son, pp. 191-194.
3Andhra is anoth er state in India where the Communists are
stron g.
4See Table VIII on Page 58.
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sentiments, educated employment, the apparent success of Communists in solving
the economic and social ills In Russia and China where the problems were sili.
lar to the ones faCing India made Communism appealing to the Idealism of even
some of the intellectuals who actuslly spearhead the Communist activities In
Kerala. S
Further it has been indicated in the chapter on "Religion and Political
Preference" that a pattern of political preference could be noticed along re·
llgious affiliation of the voters in Kersla.

On the

evi~ence

of election re-

suIts, it seems sufficiently clear that the success of Communists in Kerals was
largely due to the support of the Hindus especially of the Hlndu.!zhavas and
Scheduled Castes.

In the case of Christians and Muslims their religion seems

to exert greater influence on their electoral choice than In the case of Hindus. 6
On the basis of the present research and other similar researches on polit

ical behaviour it may be safely assumed that a person thinks politically as he
is SOCially.

Social characteristics of the voters determine to a great extent

their political preference.

Among the SOCial characteristics socio-economic

status seems to be the most powerful determinant of political preference.

With

each step down the SES ladder, the proportion of democratic voters decreases in
Kerals and the proportion of Communist sympathizers correspondingly increases.
Though education and occupation do exert Influence, it is difficult to determine
the precise Influence of these two SOCial characteristics as generally those who

Sa. D. Overstreet, and Marshall Windmiller, Communism In India (California:
University of California Press, 1958).
6Frank Moraes, India Todal' p. 110.
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are lower in the soclo-economlc ladder are also generally lower in the occupational and educational level.

However, education seems to be a necessary

condition for tntelUgent participation in democracy and for tts stability.
But as the case of Kerala very well illustrates education alone without proportionate economic development may become a source of weakness and strain for
democracy.
The present research also shows another social factor, religious 8fflllation of the voters, 88 no le8s important.

It seems cleAr beyond doubt from

the analysis of the election results and relevant literature that at least In
the case of Christians In Kerals, religiOUS affiliation exerted great Influence on their electoral choice? their dogmatiC beliefs in God and after-life,
the hierarchical nature of their church contributed to this tendency.

In con-

stituencies where they had to make a choice between a Communist and democratiC
candidate, they preferred the democratic candidate.

The relationship between

vote and religious affiliation holds true on each socio-economic scale though
in a diminishing degree

88

one goes down the socio-economlc ladder.

The Muslim

were also Influenced a great deal by their religious affiliation and voted for
the Muslim League, a purely communal party.

Thus It may be concluded that

soclo-economlc status and religious affiliation are the two powerful factJrs in
fluencing pollttcal preference in

~erala

and these two social factors form an

index of poUttcal predisposition.
The conclusions reached in this research are more or less In agreement
with the conclusions arrived at by other authors who analyzed the political

7See the Tables In Chapter V of this thesis.
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situation In Kerale.

Seltg S. Harrison In his book Indla.-!!!

~

Dangerous

Decades referring to the Communist success in Kersls makes the fo11oving observattons:
The succees of the Kerala Communist Party a8 the first regional
Communist P.rty in India to capture control of a state government can be explained above all, by its ability to manipulate
the region.l patriotism of all Karale at the same time that it
manipul.ted politically strategic caste lobbies within linguistic bound.ries •••• Like In Andhra, the Kerals Communists were able
to transform economic despair into s legislative majority because
their footing on regional caste ground, notably among the numerour Ezhavas, provided the necessary margin of b~ock strength in
the necessary number of constttuencles. 8
Amauri, De Rtencourt in the

hook!h!~

2!.In.d.i.a reviewing the political

situation in Kerala has made the following comments.
The rapidly developing Communist strength was based far more
consistently on the shrewd exp:oitation of local issues than
the growth of Marxist sentiments. A perfect example of this
fact was their coming into power in Karala state on the strength
of 3S per cent of the votes. They cleverly turned to good account
the social and communal complexities of a very peculiar state.
Roughly almost a third of the population of Kerala is Christian
(mostly Roman Catholic), one half Hindu split into a number of
powerful castes and 8ubcastes as well as outcastes, and rest
Muslim Moples. Furthermore, it has the distinction of being
the only major area of India where a full fledged matriarchy
thrives. Last but not the least, it has the highest rate of
literacy, not only in India, but in the whole of Asia with the
exception of Japan. Obviously a high rate of literacy combined
with great poverty i8 a dangerous explosive mixture. And great
deal of the 35 per cent votes that went to the Communists came
from scattered Hindu communities who resented the fact that the
Christians had captured leadership of the state Congress Party
(much to the annoyance of Hindn Congres8 leaders in other parts
of India). Their opponents who polled 65 per cent of the votes,
were disunited, split among Congress~ P.S.P., end the Muslim
League without effective leaclershlp.

-'Selig S. Harrison, p. 193.
9Amaurt De Riencourt, p. 385.
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Dr. J. Singh, a member of the Research Staff of the Indian Institute of
Public Administration, having made a detailed on the spot study of the politica
situation In Kerala published a summary of his findings in an article in the
Political 9yarterll. April 1960.

In that article with statistical support he

attributes the Communist success in Kerals to the appalling economiC situation
aggravated by a rapidly increasing population, unemployment and und.remploy.
ment of the people.

Th.n referring to the election results he makes the follow

ing cormmetss
The 1957 elections also showed that communal and cast. factors
played an important role in the politics of K.r.la •••• The maximum support of the Congr-:ss comes from Christian community and
espeCially the Catholics •••• The main support of the Communists
comes from Ezhavas and the Scheduled Castes (Untouchables),
Nalrs, and Brahmins. lO
Frank Moraes in hh book India Todal deals at length on the political situation In Kerala.

On the baais of his Investigation he al80 arrived at the

aame conclUSion that Communist success resulted from the 1neffictency and stabillty of the previous administration. the serious economic problems of the
state, the religious and cia•• cleavage. in the state, and the succ.ssful maneuvering. and exploitation of the situation by the Communists. ll
Referring to the 1954 .lectiona in Kerala we find in the Indian Press
Digest Series, Monograph 3,

!h!

Indian Experience

!!!h DemocratiC Elections the

fo Uowing remarks which wss valid even '.n the elections of 1957:
Communists. declaring that the voters of the state
asked to vote for Congress "in the name of God and
made an election Issue out of the support given to
the Christian Community. A. K. Gopelan. leader of
group in Parliament. declared in Bangalor. late in
10J. Singh, Polittcal 92arterII' p. 191.
IlFrank Moraes, India Today, pp. 104.139.

were being
Pandi t Nehru,"
Congress by
the Communist
January thet
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if the Congress group won in Travancore-Cochin it would be
only "with the help of the church." Hiren ~iukherjee, another
Communist member of Parliament, joined Gopalan in an open
letter to Nehru complaining about the Christian activity in
the elections. "Almost all churches in Travancore .. Cochin"
they wrote, ·'have been turned into election offices of the
Congross Party."
Religious and caste cleavages coincided roughly with party
membership according to the following pattern: The Christian
community (most Catholics) supported the Congress, low caste
Hindus together with highest caste Brahman landholders (Hamboodiris) supported the Communists, and high caste Hindu Nairs
supported the Praja Socialtsts. One commentator suggested that
the balance of power might lie with a section of Hindu voters
who "look askance at the Congress's leaning increaSingly on the
Catholic Christian Church's support, which in Travancore-Cochin
state exerts considerable influence on Christian population_,,12
All these evidences seem to iudlcate the pattern of Communist and democratic support in Kerala

ele~tlons.

We have tried in thts study to show how

socio.economlc status, education, and religious affiliation relate to the
voters In their political preference.

It is by no means assumed that these

SOCial fsctors alone account for the electoral behaviour of the people in
Kerala.

Similar studies of a series of major electtons especially in campar-

ison with one another. may confirm the findings of this study, correct its
deficiencies, and in general clarify and complete existing knowledge of SOCial
determinants of political preference of voters In Kerala.

12
Margaret W. Fisher and Joan V. Bondurant, Indian Presa Digests. Monographs No.3, The Indian Experience with Democratic Exj;rienCe (Institute of
Inter'lational StUdiea, University of'C8ilfornia, Berkeey, 1956), pp. 65-66;
C. V. H. Reo in an article In Tribune. 4 February 1954.
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APPENDIX
COM?-fUNIST STRATEGY IN INDIA 1

John H. Kautsky made a penetrating study of Moscow's relations with the
Communist party of India.

In that study he distinguishes three Communist

strategies in the underdeveloped countries.-the tfright strategy." the "left
strategy," and the

"neo-~1aoist

strategy" developp.d after the Second t.zorld War.

According to the "right strategy," the Communists consider imper18Hsm.
feudalism. and fascism as their main enemies, and advocate an alliance with
the anti-imperialist, anti-feudal, and anti-fascist groups both labor and
bourgeois.

They thus envisage first

8

bourgeois-democratic revolution to be

followed by a proletarian-socialist revolution when the bourgeois elements
have been either eliminated or detached from their old loyalties.

In short

this strategy sponsors a united front "from above."
Unlike the former strategy, the "left strategy" regards even capitalism
and national bourgeoisie as their enemies and therefore would skip the bourgeois-democratic revolution stage.

This strategy works for a united front

ttfrom below" trying to alienate the workers, poor peasantry, and l'etty hourgeoisie from their erstwhile leaders.
for violent overthrow of the existing

The proponents of this strategy call
~rder

through violence. sabotage, and

uprlsil\8.
The "neo-Maoist strategy" represents a synthesis of the above two
gie8 but allows more flexibility in its implementation.

str:-~,('-

Like the "right strst-

egy" it envisages two revolutions end advocates a united front of workers,
1

Most of the data in this aection ts drawn from John H. KautskYt Moscow
Party g!~JL! (New York: John Wiley and Son., 1956); M. R.
t-1asani, the Communist Part: 2!. India (London: Verschoyle, 1954); Frank Moraes.
India Toda:. pp. 120-124.
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peasants, petty bourgeoisie, and anti-imperialist capitalists.

But like the

"left Btrategy" it seeks to form the united front "from below" by alienating

the rank and file of the masses away from their present leeders.
to this strategy, the Communists pose

themselve~

as representatives not only

of the exploited class but also of the national bourgeoisie.
tinguishing feature of the "neo.Maoist strategy."

According

This i8 the dis-

Thus, the "neo-Maolst strat

egy" accepts the nrlght strategy" principle of united front but adopts the
"left strategy" method of a united front "from below."
the means are flexible.

In all the strategies

They are either peaceful or violent.

Till 1947 the Communists in India were following the "right strategyTl as
directed by the Seventh CongreBs of Communist International held in Moscow in
August 1935.

The Indian

Corr~niBts

formed the united front with the Congress

Socialists in 1936 and were working closely with the Congress. 2

They infil-

trated not only into the ranks of the Congress but also consolidated their
power among the workers and peasants.

Since the Communist Party was banned,

most of the Communist workers were masquerading as Congress Socialists.

In the

beginning of the Second World War the Communists tn India branded it as ImperiaUst aggression, b'Jt wen Russia joined the Allies against Germany they took
a pro-war stand against the official policy of the Congress and made secret
deals with the British

governr~nt.

The British government. therefore. lifted

the ban on the Communist Party and they came out into the open as Communists.
Not only did they join with the British against Congress prograres but they even

2For details see M. K. Masani,
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sponsored end encouraged tbe Muslims in their demand for tbe partition of India
Consequently the Congress Party excluded all Communist sympathizers from their
party and severed all connections with the Communists.
In 1947. as SOViet relattons with the West deteriorated. Moscow shifted
its international .trategy from the "right" to the "left" and the COIII1IUnist
Party In India followed suit.
"a running dog of imperlaUsm."

Nehru and the Congress party was denounced a.
In the Second Congress of the Indian Communist

Party held in 1948 they adopted the rougher line proposed by the Russian leader
Zhdanov; and P. C. Joshi, an advocate of "right" strategy, was replaced by B.T.
Readlve, an advocate of "left" strategy, as the general secretary of the party
From 1947.1951 they unleashed a series of violent insurrections, subversion and
sabotage in different parts of the country especially in Bengal, Andhra, Malabar, end Travancore-Cochln to cripple the Congress Government. 3 But when they
found that their violence was being strongly met by the government, at the advice of Moscow, they adopted the strategy of Mao Tse-tung.

The change in polic

and tactics of the Russian Communist Party since the death of Stalin reflected
also in the policy and tactics of the Indian Communists.
the foreign policy of the Nehru government.

They begen praising

In 1955 the Russian leaders Bul-

senin and Krushchev toured allover India to bolster friendly relations between
the two countries.

Besides. RUSSia started giving massive finanCial aid to

India.
As was pointed out above the Communist Party today operates according to
the neo-Maoist strategy whleh the Kerala Communists also followed.

From 1948

to 1951, when the Communist Psrty was banned in Travancore-Cochin the Communist
3For further details of Communist subversion and insurrections in India
refer Mohan Das, Communist Activity ~ India. Democratic Research, 1954.
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worked underground among the rural masses, students, and trade unionists.

They

spearheaded the cry for a separate Kerala for the Malayalam speaking areas

........

which Nambudiripad, the Kera1a Communist leader voiced in his book The National
guestion ~ Kerale as far back as 1952. 4

The Communist thus came to be regard-

ed as the creators of Kerala in contrast tv the Congress and Praja

Soci~llst

Party, who foreseeing that they would be at a politic6l disadvantage with the
formation of this state, were lukewarm in their support.

So, In the elections

of 1951 immediately after the formation of Kerala, the Communists had a decided
advantage over the other parties.
The Manifesto issued by Kerals Communist party befe,re 1957 elections is a
clear illustration of the neo-Maoist strategy.
to

&Q

In it the Communists promised

sponsor some 93 specific measures ranging over the economic, educational

and social fields.

It promised not only agrarian reforms in a predominently

rural SOCiety hut also 25 per cent wage increase, minimum wages for the industrial and agricultural workers, nationalization of British owned plantations,
and encouragement for private enterprise. 5 "the Manifesto reflects the neoMaoist atrategy of including within its amorphous embrace the rural masses, and
urban workers on the one hand and the intellectuals and capitalists on the othel.
Each individually and collectively were promised paradise on a platter."

6

The history and tactics of the Communist party in Kerals are very well summarized by Mr. Kainikkara Padmanabhan in his book

~ ~

Interlude

in the following words:

4Bomhay. People's Publishing «auae. 1952.
5Manlfesto of the Communist Party in Kerala, February, 1957.
6
Frank Moraes, pp. 120-121.
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The Communist Party in Kerala began with the formation of
a secret fraction within the Congress Socialist Party in
1937. It grew by eating into the vitals of the Congress
Socialist Party through fraction work. It took to violence
and subversion secretly and openly as profession and past
time. It divided people by deliberately fomenting cOlumunal
passion and drove its roots into the clefts so created. It
scientifically convinced the followers that any stick Is good
to beat an opponent. It easily hoodwinked other idealist
parties by the united front fraud and, having sucked their
blood, Cast them away. Thus a po1itlcal party that burnt every
house that accommodated it, kicked every ladder it climbed and
smothered every friend that embraced it, marched through
twenty-two years of d8rkness and blood to power (in Kerala
in 1957).7
Only history will tell whether India'S uniquely fragmented social order-divided first Into linguistic regions and then at right angles into regione1
castes--wa8 made in order for Communist exploItation or made to confound hopele881y the Marxist-Leninist scriptures.

For their part the Indian Communists

have proceeded on the assumption that social divisions are made to be exploitad.

Communists in any given region have claimed the chauvinism of region and

caste as their own.

They have deliberately made it their business to become

custodians of regional patriotism.

In Kerala also their apparent success seems

to be due to their successful m?neuverings to exploit the local problems and
caste lobbies to their advantage.

7K. Padmanabhan, p. 19.
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